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Abstract
The prevailing view of medial temporal lobe (MTL) functioning holds that its structures
are dedicated to long-term declarative memory. Recent evidence challenges this view,
suggesting that perirhinal cortex (PrC), which interfaces the MTL with the ventral visual
pathway, supports highly integrated object representations that contribute to both
recognition memory and perceptual discrimination. Here, I used functional magnetic
resonance imaging to examine PrC activity, as well as its broader functional connectivity,
during perceptual and mnemonic tasks involving faces, a stimulus class proposed to rely
on integrated representations for discrimination. In Chapter 2, I revealed that PrC
involvement was related to task demands that emphasized face individuation.
Discrimination under these conditions is proposed to benefit from the uniqueness
afforded by highly-integrated stimulus representations. Multivariate partial least squares
analyses revealed that PrC, the fusiform face area (FFA), and the amygdala were part of a
pattern of regions exhibiting preferential activity for tasks emphasizing stimulus
individuation. In Chapter 3, I provided evidence of resting-state connectivity between
face-selective aspects of PrC, the FFA, and amygdala. These findings point to a
privileged functional relationship between these regions, consistent with task-related corecruitment revealed in Chapter 2. In addition, the strength of resting-state connectivity
was related to behavioral performance on a face discrimination task. These results
suggest a mechanism by which PrC may participate in the representation of faces. In
Chapter 4, I examined PrC connectivity during task contexts. I provided evidence that
distinctions between tasks emphasizing recognition memory and perceptual
discrimination demands are better reflected in the connectivity of PrC with other regions
in the brain, rather than in the presence or absence of PrC activity. Further, this functional
connectivity was related to behavioral performance for the memory task. Together, these
findings indicate that mnemonic demands are not the sole arbiter of PrC involvement,
counter to the prevailing view of MTL functioning. Instead, they highlight the importance
of connectivity-based approaches in elucidating the contributions of PrC, and point to a
role of PrC in the representation of faces in a manner that can support memory and
perception, and that may apply to other object categories more broadly.
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Chapter 1
1

General Introduction

In classical psychological theory, memory and perception of visual objects have been
viewed as reliant on distinct cognitive systems. Perception reflects the workings of an
input system, whereas memory reflects the workings of a storage and retrieval system. A
good deal of neuropsychological evidence supports this distinction as well. There are
clear differences between cortical blindness and amnesia, for instance. This has led to the
prominent view that memory and perception have distinct neural underpinnings (Squire
and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Squire et al., 2004; Squire and Wixted, 2011). However,
transformation of sensory experience into an enduring mnemonic representation requires
interplay between input and storage systems. The interactive nature of this processing
suggests that strong distinctions between memory and perception, with respect to neural
correlates, might reflect an oversimplification of the true nature of neural representations
in the brain. Indeed, recent evidence from functional neuroimaging and neuropsychology
indicates that the distinction between memory and perception may not be as clear-cut as
classically thought. Conditions can be instated experimentally that appear to recruit
regions classically viewed as supporting object memory, even when memory demands
are held to a minimum (Devlin and Price, 2007; Lee et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2005; O’Neil
et al., 2009). Accounting for these findings may require a reconceptualization of the
neural organization of memory and perception.
The overarching goal of my thesis is to probe the interface between recognition
memory and visual perception of objects. In doing so, I will focus on the role of
perirhinal cortex (PrC), a region located in the medial temporal lobe (MTL). This region
has been classically viewed as a component of a MTL system dedicated to declarative
memory functioning (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Squire et al., 2004; Squire and
Wixted, 2011). However, recent findings suggest that PrC may also play a role in
perceptual discrimination when stimuli are complex and highly similar, such that they
cannot be distinguished based upon a single salient feature (Barense et al., 2007; Bussey
et al., 2002; Bussey et al., 2003; Bussey et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2005;
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Lee et al., 2008; O’Neil et al., 2009). Under these conditions, it has been suggested that
PrC may be critical for the generation of highly integrated, object-level representations
(Murray and Bussey, 1999). By ‘representation,’ I refer to the information content of
neurons and populations of neurons that results from the transformation of sensory input
into a neural code.
This representational view of MTL processing suggests that PrC contributions to
object representation are critical when items share many features in common (sometimes
referred to as conditions of high feature overlap or feature ambiguity). Under these
conditions, discrimination between similar objects cannot rely on isolated representations
of shared (i.e. non-diagnostic) features. Instead, features must be integrated into objectlevel representations that uniquely capture the relationships between object features to
support discrimination. PrC is proposed to support these highly integrated object
representations. The anatomical connectivity of PrC is of critical interest when examining
the link between object memory and perception. Though it is located in a region of the
brain classically viewed as dedicated to declarative memory, it receives extensive inputs
from visual regions supporting object perception, interfacing these two systems (Suzuki
and Amaral, 1994). This connectivity suggests that PrC may contribute to the
representation of objects when earlier representations are insufficient for unique object
representation, regardless of whether mnemonic or perceptual discrimination of stimuli is
required.
The three projects that comprise my thesis were designed to probe the recently
proposed role of PrC in object representations. In these projects, I used functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine PrC response in healthy human
participants during discrimination of faces, based on perceptual or mnemonic task
demands. Faces were selected as a stimulus class given my aim of maximizing feature
overlap/ambiguity in order to address the predictions of the representational view. The
highly regular feature configuration of faces (two eyes, above a nose, above a mouth)
naturally gives rise to conditions of high feature overlap. Further, these stimuli were
blended such that they were difficult to distinguish based on a single feature. By
examining the task demands that recruit PrC, quantifying its intrinsic connectivity with
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other brain regions during rest, and by examining the broader functional connectivity
between PrC and the rest of the brain during recognition memory and perceptual
discrimination tasks, the findings of my thesis expand recent work indicating that PrC is
not limited to the support of long-term declarative memory tasks that require memory for
facts and events. In Chapter 1, I first review the evidence that led to the emergence of the
standard model of MTL functioning, i.e., that the role of this region is limited to
declarative memory. I then highlight the critical role of PrC in object memory, before
reviewing more recent findings that point to a new view of PrC functioning. According to
this new view, PrC supports the representation of objects more generally, in a manner
that can support both memory and perceptual discrimination.

1.1

Connectivity of the Medial Temporal Lobe

Cortical contributions to vision are shared amongst two major processing pathways in the
brain (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Mishkin and Ungerleider, 1982). The dorsal visual
pathway is responsible for the precise calculation of object metrics, allowing one to
competently act on the world. The ventral visual pathway supports integration of visual
information for the purpose of visual object identification. Response selectivity of ventral
visual pathway neurons is thought to be hierarchically organized, with neurons in
posterior regions typically exhibiting small receptive fields and selectivity for simple
perceptual features (e.g., line orientations; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968), and cells in anterior
regions exhibiting large receptive fields and selectivity for object-level representations
(e.g., selectivity for specific face views; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010). However, the nature
of information processing in the ventral visual stream is complex. The presence of feedforward and feed-back projections indicate that information processing in the ventral
visual pathway is interactive, progressing through a series of recurrent processing loops,
rather than a simple linear progression (Kravitz et al., 2013).
Anterior aspects of the ventral visual pathway provide the major inputs to PrC.
Perirhinal cortex, along with several other structures, including the hippocampus,
parahippocampal cortex (PhC) and entorhinal cortex form the human MTL. The
connectivity of these structures is arranged hierarchically, with the perirhinal and
parahippocampal cortices providing the main inputs to the entorhinal cortex, which in
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turn, provides inputs to the hippocampus (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). Examination of the
macaque brain has revealed that well over half of the inputs to PrC come from areas TE
and TEO, inferotemporal cortex regions recognized as critical for object perception
(Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). Classically, TE is viewed as the most anterior extent of the
ventral visual object-processing pathway (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982). Extensive
connectivity between TE and PrC suggests that PrC may perform an additional level of
processing on the representational content of TE neurons in support of object memory
and recognition (Murray and Bussey, 1999; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). Conversely, PhC
receives extensive inputs from dorsal visual pathway regions such as retrosplenial and
posterior parietal cortices (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). In addition, PhC receives inputs
from the ventral visual pathway, in particular V4. Entorhinal inputs are segregated with
respect to PrC and PhC connectivity (Schultz et al., 2012; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). PrC
projects to the lateral entorhinal cortex, while PhC projects to medial entorhinal cortex.
PhC also sends significant projections to PrC, indicating some level of interaction
(though largely unidirectional) between these cortices before information reaches
entorhinal cortex. While the sources of inputs to PrC are primarily visual (Suzuki and
Amaral, 1994), it receives inputs from all sensory modalities, and is recognized as an
important hub region supporting multimodal integration (Holdstock et al., 2009; Tyler et
al., 2013; Tyler et al., 2004).

1.2

The Standard View of MTL Functioning

In 1953, Henry Molaison (known as HM in the scientific literature) underwent
experimental surgery for the treatment of intractable epilepsy. The surgery, performed by
William Scoville, involved the bilateral resection of the MTLs. Subsequent assessment of
the lesion extent using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed that the surgery
removed most of the amygdala complex and entorhinal cortex, as well as the
hippocampus, sparing the posterior two centimeters of this structure (Corkin et al., 1997).
While the surgery relieved HM’s seizures, it was not without consequence; he acquired
dense anterograde amnesia, leaving him unable to acquire new episodic memories, that
is, memories that are linked to specific times and places (Scoville and Milner, 1957). He
also had difficulty learning new facts and vocabulary, indicating a problem with semantic
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memory (O’Kane et al., 2004). Episodic and semantic memory fall under the umbrella of
declarative memory, a term used to describe memory for content that can be consciously
recalled after delays that extend beyond a few seconds and when continuous rehearsal is
prevented (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991). Critically, HM’s other mental faculties were
preserved, including visual perception as assessed using standard neuropsychological
tests of visual acuity available at the time (Milner, 1972). Seminal work by Canadian
psychologist Brenda Milner revealed that HM could exhibit new learning on nondeclarative memory tasks, such as the procedural mirror-tracing task (Milner, 1962). The
combination of the precise and quantifiable nature of the brain damage, given its surgical
origin, as well its profound and apparently selective mnemonic consequences, provided
powerful evidence that the integrity of the MTL is critical to declarative memory
functioning in humans.
The discovery of a relationship between the MTLs and declarative memory
functioning encouraged researchers to probe the contributions of MTL structures to
declarative memory in a more targeted manner. Initial attempts to create an animal model
of amnesia for this purpose failed due to a lack of understanding that monkeys and
humans can complete memory tasks using different strategies (Squire, 2009). It is
common to provide a monkey with extensive training on a task, and it took many years to
appreciate that this training can invoke a basal ganglia-based habit learning system,
which is resistant to hippocampal damage. Moreover, the development of an animal
model of declarative memory was not a trivial task; experimental assessment of
consciously retrieved memories is generally facilitated by verbal report of the contents of
a memory, which is not feasible in the monkey. Tasks also needed to include the three
components of declarative memory: encoding, maintenance over a delay, and retrieval.
These constraints led to the wide adoption of the delayed non-match-to-sample
(DNMTS) task for the assessment of memory in non-human primates (Mishkin, 1978). In
this task, an object is first presented to the animal. Following a delay period, a pair of
items is presented and the animal is required to choose the novel item. Critically, the task
uses a choice phase rather than verbal report to provide a quantifiable measure of
declarative-like memory in non-human primates. There is also an alternate version of this
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task, the delayed match-to-sample (DMTS) task, which requires selection of the studied
item during the choice phase.
Initial attempts in animal models to isolate the specific locus of object memory were
unsuccessful. Instead, deficits were revealed in animals following combined lesions to
the hippocampus and amygdala, both of which were included in the MTL resection of
patient HM (Mishkin, 1978). These deficits were delay-dependent, indicating that
impairments were related to maintenance and retrieval demands, rather than the
perception of the sample stimulus. This pattern reflected an important aspect of the
impairments in amnesics; short lists of numbers or words can be successfully maintained
over brief delays, suggesting intact working memory and visual perception, but cannot be
maintained over longer delays (Drachman and Arbit, 1966; Sidman et al., 1968). Notably,
animals with more circumscribed lesions to the hippocampus exhibited less severe
declarative memory deficits than those with lesions that extended beyond the
hippocampus into other MTL structures (Zola-Morgan et al., 1994). In other words,
rather than reflecting damage to any one structure in particular, deficits in declarative
memory appeared correlated with the overall extent of damage to the structures
comprising the MTL. This led to an influential and predominant view of MTL
functioning; MTL regions work in concert to support declarative memory as an integrated
system (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Squire et al., 2004; Zola-Morgan et al., 1994).
This view acknowledges some potential specialization of MTL structures as related to
their distinct anatomical inputs, but does not support specialization of MTL structures
with respect to underlying processes (i.e., distinctions between regions that contribute to
feelings of familiarity and those supporting recollection), nor does this view support nonmnemonic roles of MTL structures, such as a role in visual perception.

1.3

Evidence for Specialization of MTL Structures

The view that combined damage to the hippocampus and amygdala was necessary to
produce declarative memory deficits fell out of favor when exceptions were
demonstrated. Lesions to either the hippocampus or the amygdala were found to cause
impairments in DNMS tasks when the cortex underlying these regions (entorhinal,
perirhinal, and parahippocampal) was also damaged. (Murray and Mishkin,1986; Zola-
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Morgan and Squire, 1986). Damage to this underlying cortex was a by-product of the
surgical approach used to create the hippocampal-amygdala lesions, leaving open the
possibility that damage to the MTL cortex, and not the combined amygdala-hippocampal
lesion, was responsible for deficits in object memory. In fact, an initial study addressing
this issue revealed object memory deficits following deactivation (by cooling) of the
inferior temporal gyrus of the macaque (Horel et al., 1987), which also included PrC.
Further surgical explorations uncovered deficits following combined removal of
perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices (Zola-Morgan et al., 1989), or perirhinal and
entorhinal cortices (Eacott et al., 1994; Gaffan and Murray, 1992; Meunier et al., 1993),
indicating that MTL cortex, rather than the hippocampus and amygdala, was critical to
object memory. Meunier et al. (1993) demonstrated that recognition deficits following
selective PrC lesions were comparable to those following combined entorhinal/perirhinal
lesions, with selective entorhinal lesions having little effect on a DNMTS task.
Additionally, animals with selective pharmacological lesioning of the amygdala and
hippocampus demonstrated intact object recognition memory for delays as long as 40
minutes, highlighting the critical impact of damage to the underlying cortex, rather than
damage to the hippocampus and amygdala, on object recognition memory (Murray and
Mishkin, 1998). Together, these studies point to an important role of PrC in object
recognition memory. Further, they highlight potential functional specializations of MTL
structures that may permit these regions to make unique contributions to declarative
memory functioning, contrary to the standard model of MTL functioning.
The notion that distinct MTL structures may have differing contributions to memory
has been a major focus of memory research over the past twenty years, leading to the
emergence of a new model of MTL contributions to declarative memory functioning.
This new view draws a distinction between recollection, i.e., the retrieval of a declarative
memory accompanied by contextual information, and familiarity, i.e. the retrieval of
declarative memory in the absence of contextual information. Critically, it has been
proposed that there is an anatomical distinction between regions that support these two
processes, with the hippocampus supporting recollection, and PrC supporting familiarity
(Aggleton and Brown, 1999). This proposal is controversial, as distinctions between
recollection and familiarity can be recast in terms of memory strength. It may be the case
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that increased hippocampal involvement associated with recollection of episodic details
reflects greater recruitment of MTL structures for strong memories (memories associated
with high confidence, and/or where many details of the encoding event can be retrieved)
as compared to weak memories (memories associated with low confidence and/or where
few details of the encoding event can be retrieved). The parsimony of a single process
strength-based account has caused some to question whether a distinction between
recognition and familiarity is worthwhile for understanding MTL contributions to
declarative memory functioning (Squire et al., 2007; Wixted and Squire, 2010). Support
for such a distinction, however, comes from patients with selective hippocampal lesions
who exhibit intact item familiarity in the absence of episodic memory (Aggleton et al.,
2005; Mayes et al., 2004; Yonelinas et al., 2002). Further, the opposite pattern of
findings, i.e., impaired familiarity and intact recollection, has been observed in a patient
following an anterior temporal lobe resection that impacted PrC but preserved the
hippocampus (Bowles et al., 2007). These findings point to dissociable roles of
hippocampus and PrC with respect to recollection and familiarity processes, consistent
with the proposal by Aggleton and Brown (1999). Some neuroimaging findings also
support this distinction. For example, hippocampal blood-oxygenation-level-dependent
(BOLD) response during encoding is often elevated for items retrieved with associated
contextual details about the study episode, whereas PrC response is elevated during
encoding of items subsequently recalled in the absence of additional contextual
information (for review, see Diana et al., 2007).
A related proposal for the roles of PrC and the hippocampus suggests that PrC
supports the representation of item information, while the hippocampus supports
relational memory, that is, the encoding of the relationships between items and their
context (Eichenbaum, 2004). A similar account proposes that PhC supports the encoding
and retrieval of context information, while PrC supports the encoding and retrieval of
item information. The role of the hippocampus in this model is to bind item and context
information together to support episodic memory (Diana et al., 2007). Each of these
models point to a role of PrC in object/item memory, and a role of the hippocampus in
the binding of objects and context into episodic memories. Such a view is consistent with
connectivity between PrC and the ventral visual pathway, and the evidence reviewed
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above indicating that PrC is critical for visual object memory.

1.4
Contributions of PrC to Cognitive Functioning
Beyond Declarative Memory
The studies reviewed above provide strong evidence for a role of PrC in object
recognition memory. However, Eacott et al. (1994) challenged the view that impairments
following PrC lesions are exclusively mnemonic in nature. Consistent with the findings
presented above, comparison of match-to-sample performance of rhinal cortex-lesioned
macaques and controls revealed delay-dependent deficits. Eacott and colleagues next
minimized the mnemonic demands of the task by removing the delay period. Notably, the
deficit persisted, despite equivalent pre-operative performance of controls and PrClesioned animals. Critically, this deficit was revealed using a trial-unique set of stimuli.
This finding suggests that impairments may reflect the representational demands
associated with trial unique stimuli, rather than the mnemonic demands associated with
the delay. To further examine the consequences of representational demands on match-tosample performance, the stimulus set was reduced to two items. In this scenario, the
choice phase always consisted of the same two stimuli, one of which was designated as
the target in the sample phase. Under these conditions, PrC-lesioned macaques performed
similarly to control animals, even when the delay was re-instated. Importantly, these
findings provide insight into the specific task demands that rely on PrC. Lesions impacted
performance on tasks that employed difficult to discriminate, trial-unique stimuli, not
performance on familiar or small stimulus sets, even when a delay period was imposed.
Thus, the role of PrC appears better captured by the representational rather than
mnemonic demands of discrimination tasks.

1.5
Perceptual Deficits Following MTL Damage in
Non-Human Primates
To achieve successful performance on a typical visual discrimination task, the animal
must possess some knowledge of what item is designated correct. Correct items are
typically designated by training animals to associate certain items with a reward. For
instance, a great deal of early work examining the role of the PrC (both in humans and
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monkeys) used the concurrent discrimination learning task (e.g., Barense et al., 2005;
Barense et al., 2010; Buckley and Gaffan, 1997; Buckley and Gaffan, 1998; Bussey et al.,
2003; Saksida et al., 2006; Saksida et al., 2007). In this task, the subject must learn
reward contingencies associated with a set of items. A pair of items drawn from the set is
presented on each trial, one item designated correct, the other incorrect. The subject must
learn, by trial and error, the reward contingencies for the set. The set of stimulus pairs is
repeated until the subject can reach a certain performance level (measured using trials to
criterion). A simple example would be a stimulus set composed of red squares and blue
circles, where the former, but not the latter, is always rewarded. Performance in this case
can be supported by attention to a single feature, color or shape, as both are diagnostic
with respect to reward status. Sets can also be constructed such that accurate performance
requires a ‘conjunctive’ rule. For instance, introducing unrewarded blue squares and red
circles now requires the subject to integrate both color and shape information to learn the
problem set to criterion, as neither feature alone is sufficient for identification (i.e.,
individual features are ambiguous). Compared to controls, patients and monkeys with
PrC damage perform normally when single features are a reliable indicator of the correct
item, such as if red items are always designated correct and blue items incorrect.
However, PrC lesions have a significant impact when discrimination relies on the
integration of features (the representation of feature conjunctions; e.g., Barense et al.,
2005; Bussey et al., 2003). While the concurrent discrimination learning task has shed
light on the role of PrC in processing the conjunctive relationships of features, as task
performance relies on memory for the correct item, this approach presents a major
challenge when attempting to tease apart the mnemonic and perceptual contributions of
PrC.
Ideally, to avoid confounds with declarative or other memory processes, the subject
should be able to deduce the ‘correct’ choice without pre-training on a stimulus set. The
oddity (or oddball) task meets this condition, and is thus ideally suited for assessing
perceptual discrimination ability, while minimizing the contributions of declarative
memory to task performance. In this task, stimulus arrays are presented, constructed such
that one of the items (the target) in the array is perceptually dissimilar from the others.
The subject must select the ‘odd item out’. The strength of this task, from an
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experimental standpoint, is that once the subject acquires the rule (i.e., choose the odd
stimulus out), the nature of the stimulus array, rather than memory for a particular studied
item, guides identification of the target. In addition, once the rule has been acquired, the
subject can be tested with a variety of stimulus types. Examining perceptual
discrimination performance in macaques, Buckley and Gaffan (2001) revealed that PrC
lesions differentially impacted performance on a variety of oddity tasks. Monkeys
exhibited performance similar to controls on tasks that examined oddity discriminations
of shape, size, and color, even when discriminations were made quite challenging. Thus,
PrC lesions did not impact discrimination performance when the oddball could be
determined based upon a simple perceptual feature. When animals were tested on
discrimination problems that could not be resolved based on a single perceptual feature
(those requiring generalization across viewpoints to identify the oddball, for example),
PrC-lesioned animals were impaired. Intact performance on a subset of tasks indicates
that PrC-lesioned animals were able to maintain the ‘choose the odd one out’ rule
following PrC removal. These findings were influential because they suggested that PrC
damage impairs performance when discrimination tasks require highly integrated
stimulus representations (i.e., when items cannot be differentiated based upon simple
features such as size, shape or color),

1.6

The Representational Account of MTL Functioning

Evidence indicating that PrC processing is critical to accuracy on discrimination tasks
that lack a long-term declarative memory component contradicts the standard view of
MTL functioning. To account for these early key findings of deficits across different
discrimination tasks, and others that were reported subsequently, a new representational
view of MTL functioning was proposed in the late 1990s by Murray, Bussey and
colleagues (Bussey and Saksida, 2007; Graham et al., 2010; Murray and Bussey, 1999).
This view, which was also guided by the anatomical connectivity between PrC and
regions in the ventral visual pathway, reconceptualizes PrC as an extension of the ventral
visual processing pathway, rather than as a structure that is dedicated to declarative
memory. Specifically, PrC is proposed to contribute to the generation of highly integrated
object representations that can support fine-grained discrimination between objects that
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are highly similar, and therefore not easily discriminable based upon a single feature.
How could a PrC-based representation support both the perceptual discrimination of
stimuli with high feature overlap, as well as the maintenance of object representations
over a delay? Recent computational modeling work indicates that these two apparently
distinct functions can be reconciled by appealing to a role of PrC in the coding of object
features into integrated, object-level representations. In these models (Bussey and
Saksida, 2002; Cowell et al., 2006; Cowell et al., 2010), when discriminating between
highly similar items, such as a pair of similar faces, feature representations common to
the objects become active. These feature representations, while sufficient for
distinguishing the pair when the presence or absence of a single visual feature is
diagnostic, do not permit discrimination of objects with many shared features, i.e. with
considerable feature overlap. By representing the unique combination of features that
comprise an object, highly integrated representations at the level of PrC can serve to
resolve feature ambiguity (and interference) by specifying not only the co-occurrence of
features that define an object, but also their unique configuration. In other words, these
conjunctive feature representations support the discrimination of complex stimuli with
overlapping visual features when no individual feature supports discrimination. It is
important to note that conjunctive feature representations are proposed to be represented
throughout the VVS, but the level of feature integration increases as information
progresses anteriorly along the VVS, whereby PrC supports the conjunctive
representations of features integrated at the object level.
Following the computational account just reviewed, the unique representation of
objects aids in perceptual discrimination. However, it also confers an additional benefit:
integrated object representations can be better maintained over a delay. Ongoing
perceptual experience, including exposure to irrelevant items between study and test,
results in the activation of a wide variety of feature representations, some of which may
be common with the object being maintained. This results in interference in the network,
inducing a form of forgetting. The unique conjunctions of features, proposed to be
supported by PrC, are less likely to be encountered during the delay period. Thus, the
highly integrated nature of PrC-based representations affords resistance to interference,
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supporting object memory. In the absence of highly integrated object-level
representations, less integrated conjunctions of features must be relied upon for
discrimination, representations which are vulnerable to interference from visual
experience during a delay (Cowell et al., 2006; Cowell et al., 2010).
The computational role of PrC just described accounts for the selective pattern of
discrimination deficits reported by Buckley et al. (2001), in which PrC-lesioned
macaques were unimpaired on oddity discrimination tasks that could be resolved based
upon simple features such as size, shape, or luminance. However, these animals were
impaired when stimuli could not be discriminated based upon simple features. This
model also accounts for delay-dependent deficits in item recognition following PrC
lesions – longer delays increase the vulnerability of a maintained item to interference
from features encountered during these delays. In addition, intact memory performance
on DMTS tasks following PrC resection are predicted by this view when set size is
limited, consistent with the findings of Eacott et al. (1994).

1.7

The Representational Account: Patient Evidence

Human patient research provides convergent evidence for a role of PrC in perceptual
discrimination tasks involving stimuli (including faces) with highly overlapping or
ambiguous features. Selective perirhinal lesions are rare in humans; however insight into
the contributions of PrC can be gleaned by comparing discrimination performance of
patients with selective hippocampal lesions to those with broader MTL damage that
includes PrC.
Lee et al. (2005) examined the performance of patients with selective hippocampal
damage, patients with broader MTL damage that included PrC, and their respective agematched controls using a simultaneous match-to-sample task. This task required subjects
to determine which of two morphed (blended) images was most similar to a
simultaneously presented sample image. Patients with hippocampal damage exhibited
deficits limited to the discrimination of scenes, whereas MTL patients were impaired at
discriminations of scenes, faces, and objects as compared to controls. Deficits in scene
discrimination are anticipated following hippocampal damage, which was common to
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both patient groups. However, the selective nature of object and face discrimination
deficits point to a role of MTL cortex, in particular PrC, in support of these tasks.
Consistent with a representational view, both groups performed as well as controls when
discriminating colors and abstract art that could be resolved based on a simple perceptual
feature.
In addition to simultaneous match-to-sample tasks, in which the target is viewed
below the sample, impairments on discrimination tasks following MTL damage have also
been demonstrated using oddity tasks involving face and scene stimuli, in which the
target could be any image in the array (Lee et al., 2005). These effects hint at a division
of labor between PrC and the hippocampus with respect to object (including faces) and
scene processing. More formal assessment of this division of labor comes from a
comparison of patient groups with more significant hippocampal atrophy (Alzheimer’s
patients) and a group with more significant damage to PrC (semantic dementia patients;
Lee et al., 2006). These patient groups revealed distinct impairments on oddity tasks
involving faces and scenes. In line with a representational view of MTL functioning,
Alzheimer’s patients were selectively impaired on the scene oddity task, in contrast to
semantic dementia patients who exhibited selective impairment on the face oddity task.
Importantly, deficits in object discrimination following PrC lesions have been linked to
representational demands. Focusing on object oddity discriminations, Barense et al.
(2007) revealed impairments in patients with MTL damage (that included PrC) for oddity
judgments of real and artificially created objects. Further, the extent of the deficit was
related to the item discriminability, that is, the extent to which the oddball shared features
with the non-target items. Again, oddity judgments that were comparably difficult but
could be resolved based upon simple feature characteristics such as size or color were not
impaired.
Despite multiple studies indicating discrimination deficits following MTL damage,
conflicting findings have also been reported, generating a good deal of controversy with
respect to PrC contributions to visual perception. Employing a task design similar to Lee
et al. (2006), and examining patients with an arguably better quantified lesion extent,
Shrager et al. (2006), failed to reveal perceptual deficits in patients with MTL damage.
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Similarly, Levy et al. (2005) assessed discrimination performance for morphed images
and failed to reveal a deficit in two patients with PrC damage as compared to controls.
These findings support the standard model of MTL functioning, and call into question the
notion that PrC supports discrimination of objects that possess highly similar and
overlapping features.
To account for these discrepant findings, some have proposed that MTL patients who
exhibit deficits on visual discrimination tasks may possess damage that extends into
adjacent regions of inferolateral temporal cortex, regions more classically associated with
visual perception (Kim et al., 2011; Shrager et al., 2006; Suzuki, 2009). Assessment of
structural MRI images cannot definitively rule out this possibility, as disconnection of
white matter tracts are not easily detected in these images. However, convergent evidence
of PrC contributions to the representation of objects comes from several functional
neuroimaging studies in healthy individuals.

1.8
The Representational Account: Functional Imaging
Evidence
Functional neuroimaging of PrC using fMRI presents certain challenges, due to the
proximity of the region to the air-tissue interfaces of the sinuses. Magnetic suceptibility
artifacts can cause both signal dropout and distortion in this region, requiring special
consideration with respect to the slice aquisition and scanning protocol. Initial
neuroimaging evidence in support of the representational view came from a different
imaging modality, positron emisison tomography. While this approach is more invasive
than fMRI, as it requires injection of radioactive tracers into the subject, it does not suffer
from issues related to magnetic susceptibility artifacts. Comparing PrC activity during
simple and more difficult object and feature discrimination tasks, Devlin and Price (2007)
revealed greater PrC involvement in object oddity tasks that required viewpoint invariant
representations as compared to feature oddity tasks that could be resolved based on color
or simple shape. Detection of the oddball in an array in which the target and foils are
presented from different viewpoints emphasizes reliance on a viewpoint invariant
representation over a feature-based discrimination strategy because viewpoint changes
occlude image features. With improvements in MRI hardware and sequences, the
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functional role of PrC has been increasingly assessed using fMRI. A more recent study
by Barense et al. (2010) used fMRI to compare PrC activation during oddity
discriminations for faces, objects, and scenes. Difficult trials required judgements of
stimulus arrays in which item viewpoint varied. Easy trials required judgements of object
arrays presented from the same viewpoint, in which two of the three images were
identical. In this easy condition, the target could be identified based on overall
differences in item shape or contrast. Comparison of BOLD response in viewpointvariant and viewpoint-constant conditions, within each stimulus class, revealed increased
PrC involvement for objects and faces.
Evidence from fMRI also supports differential contributions of PrC and the
hippocampus to object and scene discrimination, as suggested by the comparison of
Alzheimers and semantic dementia patients (Lee et al., 2006). During oddity
discriminations of faces, PrC exhibited heightened activity (Lee et al., 2008). In contrast,
the response of the posterior hippocampus exhibited heightened response during scene
oddity judgments. This pattern is consistent with the neuropsychological evidence for a
double dissociation between the hippocampus and PrC in the discrimination of scenes
and faces respectively (Lee et al., 2006)
While several fMRI studies examining the role of PrC in perceptual oddity tasks
have relied on viewpoint manipulations to increase reliance on PrC-based
representations, other stimulus manipulations can also increase PrC involvement in
discrimination tasks. Image morphing, a procedure that blends images together such that
they share many features in common, has also been used successfully to examine PrC
contributions to object representation (O’Neil et al., 2009; Saksida et al., 2006). My
Masters’s thesis research (O’Neil et al., 2009) examined PrC response during
discrmination of stimulus arrays composed of morphed faces, directly comparing PrC
activity under conditions of high and low mnemonic demands. A memory task required
the discrimination of the studied face from two very similar foils following a delay,
whereas a perceptual discrimination task required selection of the odd item from the
stimulus triplet display. If the standard view of MTL functioning is correct, then
declarative memory demands should determine PrC involvement. Instead, both tasks
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were found to activate PrC similarly as compared to a control task that could be solved
based upon a simple perceptual feature (a luminance discrimination task). Thus, it
appears that PrC is not recruited based upon memory demands alone. I also manipulated
task difficulty in both memory and oddity tasks. In the memory task, this was achieved
by manipulating the number of times images were studied, while in the oddity task the
discriminability of the oddball stimuli was manipulated in order to make it more or less
similar to the foil stimuli. While PrC activity was modulated by accuracy in both memory
and oddity discriminations, it was not modulated by the difficulty manipulation. Activity
in a region more classically linked to face processing, the fusiform face area (FFA),
reflected accuracy only in the easy oddity condition, consistent with a more limited
representational capacity of this earlier ventral visual pathway region.

1.9
Benefits of Using Faces to Examine the
Representational Account
Given the theoretical importance of achieving a high degree of object feature overlap in
order to probe the representational role of PrC, several studies have included faces as a
stimulus class (Barense et al., 2007; Barense et al., 2010; Barense et al., 2011; Lee et al.,
2005; Lee et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2008; Mundy et al., 2012; Mundy et al., 2013; O’Neil et
al., 2009). Faces naturally share high feature overlap due to their common first-order
configuration (two eyes, above a nose, above a mouth; Maurer et al., 2002). As a result of
this regular feature arrangement, individuation of faces relies to a large extent on the
integration of features and their spatial relationships. Indeed, humans are sensitive to
changes in feature spacing so small they approach the limits of visual acuity (Haig,
1984). A further benefit to using faces to probe the representational nature of PrC relates
to the fact that regions supporting face processing have been the focus of extensive
research. As a result, comparison of PrC and upstream ventral visual pathway regions to
elucidate the representational contributions of PrC is relatively straightforward, given the
well-established and reliable approaches developed to identify face-selective regions such
as the FFA.
Face perception in humans is supported by several regions identified as exhibiting
preferential, but not exclusive responses to faces as compared to other stimulus classes.
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This system has been extensively researched in patients, typically functioning
individuals, and in monkeys. Consequently, this research has generated a huge literature,
and I provide only a basic summary of core findings with respect to the neural
organization of the face processing network. The FFA, the most studied of the regions,
exhibits sensitivity to facial identity and manipulations of feature relationships
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006). The posterior region of the
superior temporal sulcus (STS) has been shown to support representation of more
dynamic aspects of faces, related to expression as well as eye movements (Hoffman and
Haxby, 2000; Kesler-West et al., 2001; Narumoto et al., 2001; Streit et al., 1999; Winston
et al., 2004). In addition, the occipital face area (OFA) is sensitive to isolated feature
manipulations (Pitcher et al., 2011; Puce et al., 1996). Together, these regions have been
referred to as forming the ‘core’ face processing network (Gobbini and Haxby, 2007;
Haxby et al., 2000; Haxby et al., 2002). Though face perception has been extensively
studied using fMRI, researchers have largely embraced a tradition of targeted probing of
‘the big three’ regions (FFA, OFA, and STS), following their identification using
functional localizer scans. While extremely informative, a consequence of this approach
is that face selectivity of regions outside of targeted regions of interest can remain
unreported.
While PrC as a whole is critical for the representation of objects more generally (e.g.,
Barense et al., 2010; Litman et al., 2009), several reports that have emerged over the past
five years indicate that aspects of PrC may exhibit some specialization for face
processing. Examination of the face processing network in the macaque has revealed a
ventral aspect of the anterior temporal lobe (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Moeller et al.,
2008; Mur et al., 2010; Pinsk et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2003; Tsao et
al., 2008). Targeted assessment of face selectivity in humans has revealed a functionally
homologous region in the vicinity of PrC (Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Rajimehr et al., 2009;
Rossion et al., 2012; Tsao et al., 2008; Von Der Heide et al., 2013). Face selectivity has
been demonstrated using a variety of tasks, including 1-back identity tasks (Mundy et al.,
2012; Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Rossion et al., 2012), gender discrimination, as well as
under more passive viewing conditions (Mundy et al., 2012; Rajimehr et al., 2009). These
studies report face selective cortex centered in the anterior extent of the collateral sulcus
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(see Nasr and Tootell, 2012 supplemental material for subject-level localization), a
reliable anatomical indicator of PrC (Insausti et al., 1998)
What contribution does the anterior temporal lobe make to face processing? Some
evidence comes from congenital prosopagnosics, individuals with a lifelong impairment
in face recognition. Structural and functional connectivity analyses of the inferior
longitudinal fasciculus, which connects FFA, OFA, and the anterior temporal lobe, have
revealed distinctions between congenital prosopagnosics and typically functioning
individuals. Congenital prosopagnosics exhibit reduced white matter integrity of this
pathway and the extent of reduction is correlated with behavioral face recognition
performance (Thomas et al., 2009). With respect to the specific contributions of PrC to
the representation of faces, evidence in macaques has revealed identity-based face
selectivity in anterior face patch neurons (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010). This identity-based
response is not common to more posterior face patches, suggesting integration of visual
information in this region results in identity-based selectivity. In the human, the specific
contribution of PrC to face processing is an open question. Nestor et al. (2011) revealed a
region in the vicinity of PrC that, in conjunction with aspects of fusiform gyrus,
supported individuation of faces. The distribution of voxels that contained identity
information was evenly distributed across these regions, highlighting the possibility that
identity information in the human face processing network may be distributed.
Together, these findings indicate an important role of PrC in discriminating face
stimuli, consistent with a role of PrC in discriminating stimuli with highly overlapping or
ambiguous features.

1.10

Goals of Current Studies

The results of my Master’s thesis provided a starting point for the research program
presented here. In particular, demonstration of comparable PrC response in memory and
perceptual discimination tasks is consistent with the view that mnemonic demands are not
the sole arbiter of PrC involvement in a task. Motivated by this evidence, the studies that
comprise my PhD thesis aim to further examine predictions of the representational view
in order to probe the functional role of PrC in both memory and perception. In each of the
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three core chapters of my thesis, I address each of the following questions with a separate
fMRI study:
1) Is PrC involvement in perceptual tasks purely stimulus driven, or does PrC
involvement in perceptual discrimination tasks hinge on task requirements related to the
development of highly integrated and distinct object representations for individuation?
In Chapter 2, I present a new fMRI study that addresses the link between representational
demands and PrC involvement in visual discrimination tasks. If PrC is recruited by the
representational demands of a task, then manipulation of the extent to which stimuli must
be uniquely represented should be reflected in PrC activity. To assess this hypothesis, I
manipulated the extent to which task demands emphasized the individuation of faces,
while holding stimulus complexity constant. In addition, I examined the effects of a face
inversion manipulation on PrC processing. Face inversion is thought to impact the extent
to which configural processing of features can be brought to bear on face perception,
reducing the extent to which faces can be processed in holistic manner (see Rossion,
2008 for review). To anticipate my findings, PrC was impacted by the extent to which
task demands required individuation of faces, consistent with the predictions of the
representational view. The effects of inversion were less clear-cut, a point that I return to
in the chapter.
2) Is face-selective activity in PrC related to intrinsic functional connectivity
between PrC and the rest of the face-processing network?
In Chapter 3, I examine the extent to which face-selective aspects of PrC may be
intrinsically connected to other regions within the face processing network, even in the
absence of task or stimulus processing demands. To address this issue, I examined
resting-state fMRI data, collected in conjunction with functional localizer scans that
permitted identification of the face processing network in each subject. In addition,
behavioral measures of face recognition were collected in the same subjects, allowing the
behavioral consequences of resting-state connectivity to be probed. Given the non-human
primate, human patient, and imaging studies reviewed above that point to PrC
involvement in the discrimination of faces, I predicted that PrC contributions to face
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perception would reflect some degree of integration of this region within the face
processing network, as measured using resting-state fMRI. To anticipate my findings,
PrC and FFA were found to exhibit functional connectivity during rest that was not
common to other regions in the face processing network. Further, this connectivity was
found to be behaviorally relevant.
3) Are PrC-based representations differentially recruited in the context of memory
and perceptual discrimination tasks?
Common involvement of PrC in recognition memory and perceptual discrimination tasks
is consistent with a representational view, but this finding begs the question of how these
common PrC-based representations are differentially recruited in the support of distinct
task demands. In Chapter 4, I re-examine my Master’s thesis data with a focus on the
functional and effective connectivity of PrC during recognition memory and visual oddity
tasks. The standard view of MTL functioning predicts differential involvement of PrC in
these tasks, given their distinct declarative memory demands. A representational account
of PrC functioning predicts common involvement in recognition memory and perceptual
discrimination tasks, given my selection of morphed faces as stimuli, which were
carefully designed to have highly overlapping visual features. Moreover, if PrC supports
item representations, differential task demands associated with recognition memory and
visual oddity tasks should be reflected in differential connectivity between PrC and the
rest of the brain. To anticipate, my findings revealed that PrC exhibits both common and
distinct patterns of functional connectivity with the rest of the brain during recognition
memory and perceptual discrimination tasks.
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Chapter 2
2

Representational Demands Modulate Involvement of
Perirhinal Cortex in Face Processing1
2.1

Introduction

The capacity of the brain to generate internal neural representations of objects in the
external world is critical for the perception of the present environment, as well as for
memory of past object encounters. It is well established that the integrity of the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) is critical for declarative memory functioning (Milner et al., 1998).
The MTL, which consists of the hippocampus, entorhinal, perirhinal, and
parahippocampal cortex, is widely connected with the neocortex; perirhinal cortex (PrC)
receives much of its neocortical input from unimodal association areas, including
significant contributions from infero-temporal regions in the ventral visual pathway that
carry information about object features (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994; Kahn et al., 2008).
Many sources of evidence have led to a consensus that PrC plays an essential role in the
recognition of prior occurrence of objects (see Brown et al., 2010 for recent review).
However, some recent studies cast doubt on the classic notion that the contributions of
PrC to object processing are limited to mnemonic functions; findings from functional
neuroimaging and lesion research in human and nonhuman species also point to a role of
PrC in online processing for visual perceptual tasks, in which all stimuli remain visible
throughout trial execution. This evidence remains highly controversial at present (see
Baxter, 2009; Suzuki and Baxter, 2009; Knutson et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012). Given that
it challenges the fundamental conception that the functional role of the MTL, as a
declarative memory system, can be clearly distinguished from that of the ventral visual

1

A version of this chapter has recently been published. O’Neil E. B., Barkley V. A., & Köhler S. (2013).
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pathway as a perceptual system (Buckley and Gaffan, 2006; Murray et al., 2007;
Baxter, 2009), addressing this issue is of critical importance to understanding brain
organization more broadly.
A functional characterization of MTL structures that is radically different from
the declarative-memory account emphasizes the specific types of neural representations
these structures support (Bussey and Saksida, 2007; Murray et al., 2007; Graham et
al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012). Within such a framework, PrC has been proposed to
constitute an extension of the representational hierarchy within the ventral visual pathway
for object identification. PrC may provide a representation of complex conjunctions of
features (Murray and Bussey, 1999; Buckley and Gaffan, 2006; Murray et al., 2007), or
of gestalt-characteristics of objects (Cate and Köhler, 2006; O'Neil et al., 2009) that are
more integrated than representations in the ventral visual pathway upstream, and that are
critical when individual features or simple feature conjunctions are insufficient for the
discrimination at hand. Following this account, recruitment of PrC hinges on a
convergence of two factors (Cowell et al., 2010). First, an object must share features with
other stimuli such that it can only be distinguished from these stimuli when features are
considered at the level of conjunctions or even more highly integrated object
representations. Second, the specific task demands must be such that successful
performance necessitates the use of these representations and cannot be based on simple
features supported by ventral regions upstream.
Human faces constitute a stimulus class that is of particular relevance for
examining the representational account of MTL functioning. Unlike many other object
classes, faces always share a basic configuration, sometimes referred to as first-order
relationships, which consists of two eyes above a nose above a mouth (see Maurer et
al., 2002 for elaboration). Classification of a visual stimulus as a face relies on detection
of this basic configuration. Despite the fact that all faces share a set of basic features in a
common configuration, humans are very adept at assigning unique identities to individual
faces, and at recognizing their prior occurrence. To achieve individuation, it is thought
that the perceptual system exploits information relating to second-order relationships, that
is, the small differences in the spacing of facial features within the basic configuration
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that are present across individuals, as well as subtle differences in feature shape and
texture. Considerable evidence also implicates holistic representations with Gestalt
characteristics, in which the whole is more than the sum of its parts, in face individuation
(see Farah et al., 1998; Rossion, 2009, for reviews).
A classic demonstration of the critical role of highly integrated representations in
face recognition is the face inversion effect, which reflects the observation that the
rotation of a face by 180° in the picture plane impairs performance on many perceptual
and memory tasks to a greater extent than other stimulus classes (Yin, 1969; see Maurer
et al., 2002; Rossion, 2009 for reviews;). The precise mechanisms responsible for the
face inversion effect remain a matter of debate in the literature, with some positing that
inversion disrupts holistic processing, and others emphasizing the impact on processing
of second-order relationships. Across different accounts, however, there seems to be an
agreement that the effect highlights a critical role for integrated face representations,
extending beyond that of individual features, in performance on the tasks with which it
can be revealed. This property makes face inversion a particularly promising
manipulation to probe the nature of representations supported by PrC.
Although a comprehensive review of research on the neural underpinnings of face
processing is beyond the scope of the present article, it is fair to say that most
investigations have focused on the role of regions in the ventral visual pathway that are
located more posteriorly than PrC, with most emphasis on the middle fusiform gyrus
(fusiform face area, FFA) but additional consideration of aspects of inferior occipital
cortex (occipital face area, OFA) and the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus
(for reviews, see Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Fox et al., 2008; Atkinson and
Adolphs, 2011). Concerning face inversion effects in the FFA, human fMRI findings
have been somewhat mixed (see Rossion and Gauthier, 2002 for review). Although some
authors report a reduced response in the FFA for inverted as compared to upright faces
(e.g., Kanwisher et al., 1998; Gauthier et al., 1999; Haxby et al., 1999; James et
al., 2012), other studies have failed to reveal inversion effects within this functionally
defined region (e.g., Aguirre et al., 1999; Epstein et al., 2006), or in the vicinity of FFA
when examining whole brain effects (Leube et al., 2003; Epstein et al., 2006). Attempts
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to correlate, across subjects, the magnitude of behavioral inversion effects with changes
in FFA BOLD activation also point to mixed findings. Yovel and Kanwisher (2005)
found evidence for a relationship between FFA activity and the behavioral inversion
effect; however, a subsequent study did not demonstrate this effect (Epstein et al., 2006).
Variations in the specific task demands and issues relating to statistical power may
explain some of these divergent findings. Regardless, effects of stimulus inversion have
also been revealed in other ventral visual pathway regions (e.g., Haxby et al.,1999;
Epstein et al., 2006; Nasr and Tootell, 2012), pointing to the benefits of going beyond the
FFA in efforts to advance our understanding of this effect.
A number of studies based on electrophysiological recordings and fMRI in
nonhuman primates have identified “face-patches” in the anterior temporal lobe, which
exhibit a preferential response to faces as compared to other types of visual stimuli (Tsao
et al., 2003; Pinsk et al., 2005; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010). Microstimulation of neurons in face patches during fMRI scanning has been shown to produce
changes in the BOLD response in other face patches, pointing to a distributed, highly
interconnected network of face-processing regions in the ventral visual pathway (Moeller
et al., 2008). Parallel studies conducted with fMRI in human and nonhuman primates
point to a human homologue of the anterior temporal face patch in the anterior (rostral)
collateral sulcus in what appears to be PrC (Tsao et al., 2008; Rajimehr et al., 2009). This
finding has also been confirmed in a large-scale fMRI study that was based on a
functional-localizer design of the kind typically employed to identify the FFA in the
fusiform gyrus (Rossion et al., 2012). The authors of that study employed a one-back
working-memory task, and compared brain responses to faces with responses to cars and
corresponding scrambled images. They found increased responses to faces in a number of
regions outside the classic ventral visual face-processing network, including in right PrC
(see also Nasr and Tootell, 2012). In further research, a differential role of PrC in face
processing has also been reported based on comparisons between faces and scenes, and
based on the use of other tasks, including recognition-memory and perceptualdiscrimination judgments (Lee et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008; Barense
et al., 2010).
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In a recent study from our lab (O'Neil et al., 2009), we examined activity in PrC
while participants completed forced-choice tasks with presentations of three highly
similar morphed faces. An oddity task required the selection of the face most different
from the others in the display, while a recognition-memory task required the selection of
the item presented in an earlier study phase. When compared against a baseline task that
involved luminance judgments of comparable difficulty without any presentation of
faces, both tasks showed a comparable increase in right PrC activity. Furthermore, right
PrC activity was also found to be greater for accurate than inaccurate trials in both tasks.
Subsequent examination of functional connectivity between PrC and other cortical
regions revealed that differences between these two tasks emerge at the level of
functional interactions, rather than PrC involvement as such (O'Neil et al., 2012).
Together, these findings demonstrate that faces represent a class of visual stimuli that
easily engages PrC mechanisms, specifically in the right hemisphere. They also suggest
that PrC involvement is not limited to declarative-memory tasks in which reference to a
distinct prior study phase is required.
Although the evidence reviewed provides converging evidence that PrC is involved in
face processing, the specific functional role it plays remains poorly understood at present.
A hint that this role may pertain to demands for highly integrated and differentiated
representations is offered by recent fMRI findings showing increased PrC activity when
participants make perceptual discriminations between faces presented from different as
compared to identical viewpoints (Barense et al., 2010; see Freiwald and Tsao, 2010, for
related evidence in neurophysiological recordings in the anterior medial face patch). In
the present fMRI study, we aimed to shed further light on the representational demands
that influence PrC involvement in mnemonic and perceptual discriminations of faces. We
independently manipulated the nature of the task to be performed and the stimuli
presented. At the task level, we compared a recognition-memory and a perceptual-oddity
task with a feature-search task. All tasks involved presentation of the same type of highly
similar morphed face stimuli. Only the first two tasks, however, required individuation of
these faces; the feature-search task could be solved based on the detection of a simple
visual feature without discriminating between the faces as a whole. At the stimulus level,
we manipulated the orientation of the stimuli through face inversion on half of the trials
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across all tasks. Critically, this set-up allowed us to hold stimulus complexity constant
across all experimental conditions. We hypothesized that PrC activity would reflect task
and stimulus demands related to the need to generate highly integrated face
representations. Based on differential demands for face individuation, we expected an
increased role of PrC in the perceptual-oddity and recognition-memory tasks as compared
to the feature-search task. Additionally, we predicted that the orientation manipulation
would preferentially affect perceptual-oddity and recognition-memory tasks, with upright
face stimuli facilitating the generation of an integrated stimulus representation and, thus,
increasing recruitment of PrC. Although our primary focus was on PrC, we also
conducted multivariate whole-brain analyses to examine to what extent PrC was
embedded in larger networks of regions, including other components of the ventral visual
pathway, that responded to our experimental manipulations.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Participants

Sixteen healthy right-handed university students (six male, age range = 20–31 yr) with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the study. All participants gave
written informed consent, and received compensation for their participation. This study
received approval from the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board at the University of
Western Ontario.

2.2.2

Materials

Stimuli were selected from a set of images previously created to examine the role of PrC
in related research (O'Neil et al., 2009). Stimulus triplets for the experimental tasks were
generated by designating two trial-unique color photographs of Caucasian faces with
neutral expressions as endpoints on a 100-step morph continuum. For perceptual-oddity
trials, triplet members were captured at different points on this continuum (i.e., step 30,
53, and 97), such that the distance between the oddball image and its neighbor was larger
(44 steps) than the distance between the other two images (23 steps). In contrast, triplet
members for the recognition-memory and feature-search tasks were equally spaced along
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the morph continuum (step 5, 50, and 95). In trials of the feature-search task, a small
semitransparent (6% opacity) circle was superimposed on one of the three morphed faces.
This circle was divided into four quadrants, with one pair of opposing quadrants shaded
white and the other shaded black (Fig. 2.1). Locations of the circle were restricted to be
on the flesh of the face excluding locations on eyebrow, nostrils, and other non-flesh face
components. The assignment of the trial unique face triplets to specific task conditions
was counterbalanced across participants, as was the location of the correct item within the
stimulus arrays. In the luminance baseline task two identical squares, and a third with 4%
greater luminance were presented against a visual noise background. Luminance levels
for each array of squares varied across trials.
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Figure 2.1. Experimental design. Each experimental run consisted of an initial study
phase (pre-scanning) that required memorization of a series of faces in upright or inverted
orientation. Under scanning, participants made perceptual oddity (O), forced-choice
recognition memory (M), and feature-search (S) judgments on upright or inverted stimuli.
For the luminance baseline task, participants selected the brightest of three squares.
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2.2.3

Experimental Tasks and Procedures

The experiment was divided into eight study-test runs. Participants viewed the stimulus
displays through a mirror at an approximate size of 22 × 19° visual angle and responses
were made using an MRI-compatible keypad.
All experimental tasks required the selection of a target from a stimulus array of
three highly similar morphed faces that were presented simultaneously (Fig. 1). In the
forced-choice recognition-memory task, participants were asked to select the face they
had encountered previously in a study phase prior to scanning. In the perceptual-oddity
task, they were required to select the face most different from the other two (i.e., the
“oddball”). In the third experimental task, participants were asked to search for an
artificial mole (i.e., a small, semitransparent circular pattern introduced to participants
prior to scanning) superimposed on one of the three faces; this feature-search task was the
only task designed to require no engagement of configural or holistic face representations
in our experimental set-up.
Prior to each run, a study phase took place in the scanner that included the
presentation of nine faces that served as targets for the recognition-memory trials in the
corresponding run. Stimuli were presented three times each, in a random order, with
memorization instructions. Each presentation was 3,000 ms in duration with a 1,000 ms
intertrial interval. During scanning, each run included trials from all tasks that were
intermixed in a fast-event related design. Every run included nine trials from the three
experimental tasks (perceptual-oddity, recognition-memory, and feature-search tasks) and
five trials from the luminance baseline task. A letter cue was presented for 1,000 ms at
the onset of each trial to indicate the type of task to follow. This was followed by a 5,000
ms presentation of the three-item stimulus array, followed by a jittered fixation with a
range between 1.5 and 13.5 s. Order of trials and jitter between trials within each run
were optimized using the OptSeq2 algorithm (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/).
One of the critical manipulations of theoretical interest concerned the inversion of
faces in our experimental tasks. Behavioral piloting revealed that inter-mixed
presentation of faces in upright and inverted orientation within the same run resulted in
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chance performance across the three experimental tasks, which would make
interpretation of any related fMRI findings difficult. To obtain performance at a level
above chance, trials were presented in a single orientation across experimental tasks in
each run. Thus, four of the eight fMRI runs were comprised of displays of faces in
upright orientation, and the remaining runs involved presentation of faces in an inverted
orientation. Participants received one of two run orders, arranged such that the mean
positions of runs with upright and inverted stimuli were equated within the entire
scanning session. All faces in the upright condition were presented upright both at study
and at test. For two of the four runs that included presentation of inverted faces, the faces
displayed for study (i.e., memorization) prior to scanning were in an upright orientation,
and for the other two runs they were in an inverted orientation. This arrangement was
included in the design to ensure that any observed behavioral effects of inversion could
not be attributed to a mismatch in the orientation of stimuli between study and test.
However, a repeated measures t-test of the data collected during scanning revealed no
effect of orientation at study on behavioral performance in the recognition-memory task
for inverted faces at test t(15) = −1.28, P > 0.2. This is in line with another recent study
that examined the orientation match between study and test in face recognition (Marzi
and Viggiano, 2011). Recent research demonstrates that the extent to which a study-test
match supports retrieval is modulated by the degree to which a cue provides diagnostic
information about a studied item (e.g., Goh and Lu, 2012; Poirier et al., 2012; see
Nairne, 2002 for related discussion). Compared to upright face cues, presentation of
inverted face cues increases reliance on feature-based processing, in particular under the
conditions of the current study in which image morphing introduced many overlapping
features between the three faces in each display. These features limit the diagnostic value
of the cues, and consequently, the benefit of a study-test match in the inverted cue
condition. Given our behavioral findings and these theoretical considerations, trials were
ultimately collapsed across study orientation for all fMRI analyses. Collapsing across
study orientation also allowed us to equate the number of trials considered in our fMRI
analyses across all experimental conditions.
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2.2.4

Functional Localizer Tasks

To determine the extent to which PrC would exhibit a preference for face stimuli, as
suggested by some of the neuroimaging and electrophysiological research reviewed in the
Introduction, two functional-localizer runs were included as well. These runs followed a
protocol that has previously been used in several other studies from our lab (e.g., Ganel et
al., 2006; O'Neil et al., 2009; Cate et al., 2011) and is similar to that used in many other
studies in the visual cognition literature more broadly. It involved presentation of
grayscale faces, common objects, and places (buildings and landscapes) under passive
viewing instructions. Stimuli from each category were presented in a blocked manner
with alternating blocks of scrambled images corresponding to each stimulus category.

2.2.5

MRI Acquisition

All MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens TIM MAGENTOM Trio scanner. T1weighted anatomical images were obtained using an ADNI MPRAGE sequence [192
slices, time to repetition (TR) = 2,300 ms, field of view (FOV) = 240 mm × 256 mm,
matrix size = 240 × 256, flip angle = 9°, echo time (TE) = 4.25 ms, 1 mm isotropic
voxels]. Functional MRI volumes were collected using a T2*-weighted single-shot
gradient-echo-planar acquisition sequence [TR = 2500 ms, TE = 25 ms, slice thickness =
2.5 mm, in-plane resolution = 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm, FOV = 200 mm × 200 mm, matrix size
80 × 80, flip angle = 60°]. Each functional volume included 49 contiguous slices. To
optimize MR signal in the anterior temporal lobes, an oblique coronal orientation was
selected, with an effort to prevent inclusion of the eyes in slices capturing this region.
This slice plan resulted in full coverage of occipital and temporal lobes in all subjects,
with inferior aspects of frontopolar cortex, as well as the most superior aspects of parietal
cortex not covered in some subjects. For each experimental run, 160 volumes were
collected. Each localizer run involved the acquisition of 144 functional volumes.

2.2.6

Univariate Analysis

Preprocessing and univariate analyses were completed using BrainVoyager QX version
2.3 (Brain Innovation). Functional images for all analyses were resampled into 3 mm
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isotropic voxels, slice-scan time corrected, three-dimensional (3D) motion corrected to
the functional volume taken just prior to the anatomical scan, and high-pass filtered using
a Fourier basis set of 2 cycles/run (including linear trend). Images were then coregistered
with the anatomical image, transformed into standardized Talairach space and smoothed
using a 3D Gaussian kernel with a full-width at half maximum of 8 mm.
For univariate analyses, data were convolved using a double gamma
hemodynamic response function (Friston et al., 1998) and examined using a random
effects GLM with trials coded by condition, irrespective of accuracy. Regressors were
uniquely specified for each combination of task and orientation at test except for the
luminance baseline task, which did not include an orientation manipulation; mean image
intensity was included as a covariate-of-no-interest in these analyses. Univariate analyses
on PrC activity were thresholded at P < 0.001 (whole brain, uncorrected), with a
minimum cluster size of 27 interpolated 1 mm voxels, corresponding to one functional
isotropic 3 mm voxel. Localization of activation in PrC was established at the group level
using group-averaged structural (T1 weighted) MR images, and confirmed through
overlay on representative structural images of individual participants. The anatomical
boundaries employed were those specified by Pruessner et al. (2002) in a well-established
neuroanatomical protocol for volumetric assessment of MTL structures.

2.2.7

Multivariate Analysis

To investigate the relationship between our experimental conditions and fMRI data at the
whole-brain level, we used partial least squares (PLS) analysis, a well-established
multivariate analysis technique that is based on non-parametric statistics (McIntosh et
al., 1996; Krishnan et al., 2011). For PLS analysis, no a priori hemodynamic response
function is modeled. Instead, a response window is defined. To this end, a matrix of
voxel intensities capturing a temporal window of 15 s following stimulus onset for each
trial was constructed. Task PLS uses singular value decomposition to rotate the data
matrix to reveal the major sources of task-related differences in activity across the entire
functional volume, expressed as latent variables (LVs). As our aim was to test specific
effects of interest, we applied a nonrotated version of Task PLS, in which a priori
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contrasts restrict the patterns derived (McIntosh et al., 2004; Protzner and McIntosh,
2009). In nonrotated task PLS, a singular image is computed for each contrast of interest,
representing the distributed voxel pattern that embodies it. The strength of the
relationship between the singular image and the designated contrast is given by the
singular value. In this nonrotated version, the singular image is simply the cross product
of the contrast and the data matrix, and the singular value is the sum of squared voxel
values for the singular image. Statistical assessment was performed using non-parametric
permutation tests for the LVs and bootstrap estimation of standard errors for the voxel
saliences (i.e., the contributions of specific voxels to the singular image). The
permutation test assesses whether the pattern represented in a given LV, captured by the
singular value, is sufficiently strong to be considered different from random noise. The
standard error estimates of the voxel saliences in each singular image from the bootstrap
tests served for assessment of the reliability of the non-zero saliences in significant LVs.
Following established criteria for non-parametric tests in PLS analyses, results from the
permutation tests were considered significant if they survived P < 0.05 (as no correction
for multiple comparisons is required; see McIntosh et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2008;
Chen et al., 2009; Protzner and McIntosh, 2009; Krishnan et al., 2011). Saliences were
considered significant if they met a threshold of 3.50, corresponding to
approximately P < 0.0005, at a cluster threshold of five 3 mm isotropic voxels. All PLS
results were assessed for statistical significance using 500 permutations and 100
bootstraps.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Behavioral Results

We first sought to confirm behaviorally that the recognition-memory and perceptualoddity tasks, but not the feature-search task, were sensitive to the inversion manipulation.
Consistent with our predictions, a 3 × 2 (task by orientation) repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant interaction, F(2,30) = 19.40, P < 0.005 (Fig. 2.2). Bonferroni
corrected pair-wise comparisons showed a detrimental effect of inversion for the
recognition-memory t(15) = 8.30, P < 0.005, and the perceptual-oddity task, t(15) =
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3.28, P < 0.005, but not for the feature-search task, t(15) = −0.837, P > 0.2. Moreover,
the inversion effect was larger for the recognition-memory task than for the perceptualoddity task, t(15) = 4.30, P < 0.005. Table 2.1 displays the corresponding reaction time
data. A 3 × 2 (task by orientation) repeated measures ANOVA on reaction times revealed
a significant interaction, F(2,30) = 5.57, P < 0.01, but no main effect of
orientation F(1,15) = 0.025, P > 0.1). Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons did not
reveal any within-task effects of orientation (all p's > .1). Notably, foreshadowing our
fMRI findings, none of the effects revealed in PrC mirrored the pattern of RTs across
experimental conditions, arguing against any interpretation in terms of time-on-task
effects.
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Figure 2.2. Mean accuracy for each condition as measured by proportion correct
responses. Note that chance is 0.33. Asterisks denote tasks for which inversion had a
signiﬁcant effect on accuracy. Error bars indicate SEM.
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Table 2.1.
Response latencies for the different experimental conditions
Task

Upright

Inverted

Memory

3016(349)

3201(352)

Oddity

2992(624)

2998(380)

Feature Search

3476(430)

3339(330)

Luminance

2542(581)

________________________________________________
Note. Reaction times presented in ms, with standard deviation indicated in parentheses.
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2.3.2

Univariate Analyses of fMRI responses in PrC

In the first step of our data analyses, we used a GLM with the goal to replicate our
previously reported differential involvement of right PrC in recognition-memory and
perceptual-oddity judgments for upright faces, as compared to the luminance baseline
task (O'Neil et al.,2009). Note that this and all subsequent univariate analyses were
voxel-based rather than based on averaged activity in a predefined region of interest.
Consistent with our previous findings, a conjunction (Nichols et al., 2005) of the two
contrasts [(“upright recognition memory” > “luminance”) AND (“upright oddity” >
“luminance”)], confirmed a differential response in aspects of right PrC (P < .001 for
each contrast; cluster size = 75 voxels, peak voxel t(15) = 4.63, x = 31, y = −2, z = −30).
Next, we determined whether PrC would show a differential response for those tasks that
required individuation as compared to the task that could be performed based on single
features. Toward this end, we conducted another GLM conjunction analysis, in which the
luminance baseline task was replaced by the feature-search task with upright faces. This
conjunction again revealed a region in right PrC, with a peak voxel identical to that in the
previous conjunction analysis (cluster size = 139 voxels, peak voxel t(15) = 5.24, x =
31, y = −2, z = −30). This effect supports our hypothesis that right PrC involvement in
face processing does not reflect a stimulus-driven response to the presentation of faces
per se, but rather, a requirement for specific types of representations as dictated by unique
task demands. Figure 2.3 displays the right PrC region identified with our experimental
contrasts and its corresponding response profile. Next, we determined whether this task
effect was present for both stimulus orientations. A conjunction analysis with the
contrasts [(“upright recognition memory”+ “upright oddity”) > “upright feature search”]
AND [(“inverted recognition memory”+ “inverted oddity”) > “inverted feature search”]
revealed a significant task effect at P < .001 for the individual contrasts (cluster size 586,
peak voxel t(15) = 6.06, x = 31, y = −2, z = −30; see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Contrasts demonstrating increased PrC activity for oddity and memory tasks.
(A) MTL regions reﬂecting the conjunction of upright memory > luminance AND
upright oddity > luminance contrasts (P < 0.001 for each contrast). (B) MTL regions
reﬂecting the conjunction of [(upright memory > upright feature search) AND (upright
oddity > upright feature search)] contrasts (P < 0.001 for each contrast). (C) Beta weights
extracted from right PrC voxels active in both luminance conjunction and feature-search
conjunction analyses. Error bars reﬂect 95% conﬁdence intervals. (D) Transverse slice
showing overlap of regions identiﬁed using the luminance conjunction, feature-search
conjunction, as well as localizer conjunction [(faces>places and objects) AND
(faces>scrambled images)], each map thresholded at P < 0.005 for display purposes,
right5right (L-Luminance baseline, M-Recognition-memory, O-Perceptual oddity, FFeature search, U-Upright, I-Inverted).
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When we turned to an examination of the effects of the inversion manipulation,
we first addressed whether any PrC response would follow the pattern of behavior across
the two tasks with individuation demands. A GLM conjunction analysis, probed with the
two contrasts [(“upright recognition memory” > “inverted recognition memory”) AND
(“upright oddity” > “inverted oddity”)], revealed no activity in right PrC, even when
individual contrasts were examined at a lowered threshold of P < 0.05 (which would be
justified based on the fact that these contrasts are based on independent observations).
Furthermore, we also did not find any response in PrC that reflected a main effect of
stimulus orientation across all three tasks even when the critical threshold was lowered
to P < 0.05 in right PrC. In subsequent analyses, we addressed the possibility that
orientation effects may be task specific in a more targeted manner. Given the clear
consensus in the literature regarding involvement of PrC in recognition-memory tasks for
stimuli presented in an upright orientation, we examined whether PrC might show a
differential involvement in upright memory as compared to all five other experimental
conditions. This contrast did reveal a large cluster of voxels in right PrC, in the same
general area in which our other experimental effects emerged (cluster size = 460, t(15) =
5.11, x = 34, y = 1, z = −30). When we assessed whether this pattern across all
experimental conditions also reflects, more specifically, increased activity in the upright
as compared to the inverted memory condition, we found such an effect for the peakvoxel at a more lenient threshold of P < 0.05, t(15) = 2.22. We note that this effect of
orientation in right PrC response was weaker than the effect we observed for our task
manipulation, and was only revealed with this post hoc analysis that followed the general
GLM contrast (or the corresponding multivariate PLS contrast summarized below) across
all experimental conditions. A corresponding analysis examining a possible differential
involvement for the upright perceptual-oddity condition as compared to all other
experimental conditions did not reveal any activation in right PrC, even at P < 0.05.

2.3.3

Comparison of Experimental Effects in PrC with Functional
Localizer Results

Given past reports of a face patch in PrC, we also determined whether the right PrC
region that showed the task effect in relation to individuation demands might show
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overlap with any region in PrC that could be identified with our independent functionallocalizer scans. Using a group level random effects analysis, preference for face stimuli
was determined by identifying voxels whose response profile fulfilled two criteria,
namely (i) an increase in the BOLD response for faces as compared to scrambled images,
and (ii) an increase in the BOLD response for faces as compared to objects and places.
Applying a threshold of P < 0.005 for individual contrasts in this localizer conjunction,
this analysis revealed, consistent with previous reports (Rossion et al., 2012), an area in
right PrC that showed face preference, peak voxel: x = 24, y = 1, z = −33, t(15) = 3.89,
cluster size = 137 voxels. We then superimposed the statistical maps for the most
revealing contrasts of our experimental tasks, [(“upright recognition memory” > “upright
feature search task”) AND (“upright oddity” > “upright feature search”)], as well as
[(“upright recognition memory” > “luminance baseline”) AND (“upright oddity” >
“luminance baseline”)], with the conjunction contrast from our functional localizer.
Visual inspection of Figure 2.3 reveals that there is indeed clear overlap in right PrC
between the experimental and the localizer effects.

2.3.4

Multivariate fMRI analyses

Given the strong evidence from functional neuroimaging and neurophysiological research
for distributed face representations in the ventral visual pathway (Haxby et al., 2000;
Ishai, 2008; Rossion et al., 2012), we also assessed the effects of our experimental
manipulation in regions beyond PrC at the whole brain level. Toward this end, we turned
to a multivariate PLS approach, which allowed for identification of spatio-temporal
patterns of activity across the brain that relate to our task and orientation manipulations
(McIntosh et al.,1996; Krishnan et al., 2011). Here, we focused on three contrasts of
interest.
In the first contrast, we aimed to determine whether right PrC is part of a larger
network of regions that show a differential response to the requirement of face
individuation across our three tasks. To this end, the recognition-memory and perceptualoddity tasks were contrasted with the feature-search and the luminance baseline tasks
across both stimulus orientations. The LV that was associated with this contrast was
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found to be significant (singular value = 45.09, P < 0.001, see Fig. 2.4). Beyond right
PrC, this pattern also included a number of other regions that have previously been linked
to face processing, including aspects of the right middle fusiform gyrus in the vicinity of
the FFA and the right amygdala (see Table 2.2 for a full listing of local maxima).
With our second contrast we aimed to determine whether the differential response
to upright faces in the recognition-memory task, as compared to all other experimental
conditions was also present in a pattern of regions beyond right PrC. Again, the LV that
was associated with this contrast was found to be significant (singular value = 25.73, P <
0.001, see Fig. 2.5 and Table 2.3). The pattern of regions with higher responses for
recognition memory judgments on upright faces, as expected based on our univariate
analyses, included right PrC; it also covered a number of other regions, such as the right
superior temporal sulcus, amygdala, and fusiform gyrus. When we set up a third contrast
to examine whether any regions showed an orientation effect for the two tasks with high
individuation demands (recognition-memory and perceptual-oddity), but not for the
feature-search task, the corresponding LV was not significant (singular value =
17.47, P > 0.2). This null result paralleled our pattern of findings in univariate analyses
that focused on PrC specifically.
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Figure 2.4. LV and associated saliences for PLS task contrast based on individuation
demands. Lags 1-5 correspond to 2.5 s intervals encompassing the duration of the
hemodynamic response within a trial. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals
derived by bootstrap estimation. White arrow at lag 3 indicates right PrC, black circle
denotes peak of right FFA as determined by the univariate analysis of the localizer data.
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Table 2.2.
Regions showing reliable saliences for the LV that contrasted the memory and oddity
tasks vs. search and luminance tasks
Region

X
y
z
Bootstrap Cluster Size
Talairach Coordinates
Ratio
(voxels)
Memory and Oddity > Search and Luminance
Fusiform Gyrus
35
-49
-17
15.41
5255
PrC
29
-1
-26
12.65
323
Amygdala
11
-4
-14
8.17
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
-46
26
13
12.62
994
Amygdala
-22
-7
-14
6.79
Middle Frontal Gyrus
41
17
28
9.49
533
Orbital Frontal Gyrus
-4
38
-11
7.51
133
Angular Gyrus
-31
-61
34
6.77
114
Superior Frontal Gyrus
-7
14
49
6.64
71
Insula
-34
-10
19
6.06
15
Postcentral Gyrus
-37
-31
49
5.57
46
PrC
-34
-10
-26
5.35
25
Orbital Frontal Gyrus
35
35
1
5.28
64
Search and Luminance > Memory and Oddity
Superior Frontal Gyrus
20
44
34
-18.24
2645
Supramarginal Gyrus
56
-52
34
-16.09
1135
Supramarginal Gyrus
-55
-46
34
-10.42
488
Posterior Hippocampus/
-34
-40
-5
-7.01
22
Parahippocampal Gyrus
Orbital Frontal
-16
14
-8
-6.59
22
Middle Frontal Gyrus
-22
-13
58
-6.56
136
Superior Frontal Gyrus
-52
-1
7
-6.11
150
Insula
-37
-16
-2
-4.96
19
Middle Temporal Gyrus
-55
-52
-5
-4.85
15
Note. Talairach coordinates indicate peak voxel. Bootstrap ratios all reﬂect minimum
signiﬁcance of P < 0.0005, minimum cluster size of 5 voxels, lag 3. Notable sub-peaks
within a larger region of activation follow the entry for the peak voxel, and are listed with
an indent.
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Figure 2.5. LV and associated saliences for PLS task contrast comparing the upright
memory condition against all other experimental conditions. Lags 1–5 correspond to 2.5 s
intervals encompassing the duration of the hemodynamic response within a trial. Error
bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals derived by bootstrap estimation. White arrow at
lag 3 indicates right PrC, black circle denotes peak of right FFA as determined by the
univariate analysis of the localizer data.
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Table 2.3.
Regions showing reliable saliences for the LV that contrasted the memory and oddity
tasks vs. search and luminance tasks
Region

X
y
z
Talairach Coordinates

Bootstrap
Ratio

Cluster Size
(voxels)

Upright Memory > Experimental
Cuneus
2
-91
1
12.61
Fusiform Gyrus
35
-37
-20
9.26
Amygdala
14
-4
-8
11.44
Inferior Parietal Lobule
-46
-31
40
8.72
Orbital Frontal Gyrus
38
35
4
8.50
Precuneus
20
-73
28
7.17
Middle Frontal Gyrus
-52
11
37
7.13
Middle Occipital Gyrus
-52
-73
-5
6.22
Medial Frontal Gyrus
-13
11
46
5.96
Angular Gyrus
-28
-58
34
5.50
Superior Temporal Sulcus
41
-58
7
5.28
Superior Frontal Gyrus
-4
62
1
5.27
Fusiform Gyrus
-40
-40
-17
5.08
PrC
29
20
-17
4.67
Parahippocampal Gyrus
-19
-46
-8
4.62
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
26
29
-5
4.38
Precentral Gyrus
-37
-4
40
4.28
Amygdala
-13
-1
-8
4.05
Experimental > Upright Memory
Supramarginal Gyrus
50
-43
31
-10.22
Superior Temporal Gyrus
-61
-43
22
-7.56
Middle Frontal Gyrus
14
2
61
-7.23
Middle Frontal Gyrus
-16
-7
58
-6.77
Superior Frontal Gyrus
17
47
34
-6.04
Precuneus
8
-49
43
-5.35
Middle Frontal Gyrus
-28
26
43
-4.86
Note. Talairach coordinates indicate peak voxel. Bootstrap ratios all reﬂect minimum

2483
38
155
523
172
192
34
60
108
90
68
38
39
19
20
17
15
291
242
124
110
125
124
58

signiﬁcance of P < 0.0005, minimum cluster size of 5 voxels, lag 3. Notable
sub-peaks within a larger region of activation follow the entry for the peak voxel, and are
listed with an indent.
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2.4

Discussion

This study examined the impact of representational demands on involvement of PrC in
face processing, manipulated at both the task and the stimulus level. Concerning task
effects, right PrC showed increased responses in a recognition-memory and a perceptualoddity task, as compared to a task of comparable difficulty that was designed to probe
processing of an isolated face feature (feature-search). Effects of stimulus orientation in
PrC were observed when the recognition-memory task for upright faces was compared
with all other experimental conditions, including recognition memory for inverted faces.
Notably, both effects in right PrC paralleled activity patterns in broader networks of
regions that also included the right middle fusiform gyrus and the amygdala, regions that
have previously been implicated in face processing in many other studies. As such, the
current findings do not support the view that reference to a prior study episode clearly
distinguishes the role of PrC from that of more posterior ventral visual pathway regions.

2.4.1

Task Effects in PrC

In the current study, we found clear support for the hypothesis that task demands
modulate PrC response during face processing. In fact, PrC activity in the feature-search
task for faces was more comparable to that in the luminance baseline task than that in the
other experimental tasks that also involved presentation of faces. This finding suggests
that PrC responses to face stimuli do not occur in a purely stimulus-driven manner. We
note that the recognition-memory and oddity tasks required direct comparisons between
multiple faces, while the search task could be performed in a sequential manner without
invoking stimulus comparisons. Accordingly, the differential PrC response we observed
across tasks is likely related to demands of face individuation that are necessary for such
comparisons.
When interpreting the task effect in PrC it is important to keep in mind that the
comparisons of faces for the recognition-memory and perceptual-oddity tasks required
several seconds for completion. Several previous studies have reported a role for MTL
structures, including PrC, in the maintenance of faces over short delays (Ranganath and
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D'Esposito, 2001; Nichols et al., 2006; Olsen et al., 2009). Thus, PrC involvement in
perceptual matching tasks, including the oddity judgments used here, may not only reflect
the generation of an internal representation of the faces, but may also be related to
maintenance of faces across the fixations needed for comparison and individuation [see
Jeneson and Squire (2011) for related discussion]. Other studies that have previously
linked PrC functions to face individuation include research in which activity has been
observed during discrimination of faces that required generalization of identity across
different viewpoints (Lee et al., 2008; Barense et al., 2010). Electrophysiological
recording of cells in the anterior medial face patch of the rhesus monkey, which is
situated in the anterior collateral sulcus, have also revealed cells with a high degree of
invariance to head orientation in their responses (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010), a pattern that
could reflect the presence of representations of face identity in this region. This
interpretation would also be in line with prior findings from an fMRI study that examined
the informational content of distributed face representations in the ventral visual pathway
with multivariate pattern analyses (Nestor et al., 2011); it revealed that an anterior medial
temporal region in, or in close proximity to PrC carried information about facial identity
that allowed for classification of faces of four different individuals across different
emotional expressions.
In another recent study, PrC activity was revealed during presentation of faces
with high feature overlap (Mundy et al., 2012) even though the task only required
participants to detect occasional extended stimulus presentation durations. This finding
may appear to be in conflict with the interpretation we put forward for the current
findings, as the experimental task used by Mundy et al. did not require discrimination of
stimulus identity. It should be noted, however, that unlike the search for a subtle feature
(“mole”) in the current study, the detection of infrequent “long” stimulus durations does
little to orient the participant away from processing of face identity. Thus, differential
involvement of PrC in perceptual tasks involving faces may only be revealed when such
tasks are contrasted with conditions that preclude, or at least minimize, the processing of
identity information.
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2.4.2

Orientation Effects and the Role of Interference in PrC

With respect to the orientation manipulation, we only found partial support for our
hypothesis; we did not reveal a pattern of PrC activity that directly mirrored the
behavioral inversion effect across tasks. Instead, the recognition-memory task for upright
faces was associated with increased activity in right PrC as compared to all other
experimental conditions, including recognition of inverted faces. Findings from another
recent study that addressed face-inversion effects also provide support for orientation
sensitivity of PrC responses in the context of memory judgments (Nasr and
Tootell, 2012). In that study, participants were presented with a series of face identities
that varied in viewpoint from trial to trial. Participants performed a 1-back task in which
they had to judge whether either the identity of a face or the location of a spot overlaid on
the image was the same in consecutive trials. This latter task, like the feature-search task
in the current study, had no demands for face individuation. A direct task comparison
revealed activity in a number of regions with increases for the memory condition,
including in the most anterior aspects of the collateral sulcus in PrC. Critically, inversion
of the face stimuli reduced the size of this task effect in PrC.
From the perspective of a representational account of MTL functioning, it is
perhaps surprising that we did not observe any evidence for an inversion effect in PrC
during oddity judgments, even though task performance was affected by this
manipulation. We note, however, that the orientation effect in PrC parallels to some
extent our behavioral inversion effect, which was also larger in the recognition-memory
than in the perceptual-oddity task. The differential sensitivity to inversion may be related
to differences in the sensitivity of both tasks to interference from highly similar faces that
were presented in other trials. It is well-documented in the neuropsychological literature
on recognition memory that, due to increased interference, impairments associated with
MTL damage become more pronounced with the lengthening of the list of to-beremembered items (see Barense et al., 2012, for related arguments and findings);
computational modeling of PrC functioning has shown that integrated representations can
protect against such interference when it is the result of high degrees of feature overlap
between items in the list (Cowell et al., 2006). In the context of the oddity task, revisiting
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the faces in the display (i.e., refixations) during trial execution can provide a means to
protect against such interference. In the memory task, by contrast, revisiting faces in the
course of a trial will likely dilute subtle differences in familiarity between the target and
lures due to neuronal adaptation. Accordingly, PrC contributions may be more critical.
The essential role of PrC in supporting highly integrated representations for memory
judgments is also supported by findings obtained with other stimulus classes in the
recognition memory literature (see Yonelinas et al., 1999; Diana et al., 2008; Haskins et
al., 2008); in this literature its role has been characterized as being critical for the
“unitization” of stimulus features into objects.

2.4.3

Commonalities and Differences in the Role of the PrC and
FFA in Face Processing

Multivariate PLS analyses showed that the response profile of PrC across our
experimental manipulations mirrored that of other ventral visual pathway regions as well,
including aspects of the fusiform gyrus that overlap with the FFA, and in the amygdala.
Both structures have previously been shown to be differentially involved in the
processing of faces (e.g., Rossion et al., 2012). Co-activation between these regions was
revealed for the task effect relating to individuation and for the increase in activity for the
upright memory trials as compared to all other experimental conditions. A common
engagement of these regions across experimental manipulations hints that these regions
provide critical input to PrC during face processing. Co-activation across select
experimental manipulations, however, does not argue that the exact functional
contributions of these regions are the same. Indeed, in a previous fMRI study conducted
with the recognition-memory and oddity tasks for faces used here, we found differences
in the FFA and PrC response related to the degree of similarity of the faces contained in
each display (O'Neil et al., 2009). Specifically, PrC showed effects related to behavioral
accuracy in both tasks even when the faces in the displays were highly similar. Accuracy
effects observed in the FFA, by contrast, were limited to the condition of the oddity task
in which the faces were least similar. This finding is in line with the idea that face
representations in more posterior regions of the ventral visual pathway offer a more
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limited resolution or fidelity than representations in PrC, and that the representations in
PrC are more critical for individuation.
Some evidence for a posterior-anterior gradient in the nature of face
representations that support individuation in the ventral visual pathway also comes from
the fMRI study by Nestor and colleagues (2011) discussed previously. In that study, a
multivoxel pattern analysis approach was used to reveal cortical regions that support
classification of face identity across different facial expressions. Their analyses revealed
four regions supporting classification of identity, including a region in the anterior
collateral sulcus in right PrC and the right anterior fusiform gyrus (in the vicinity of the
FFA). Examination of information content in these regions demonstrated a lower
proportion of voxels in the most posterior fusiform region that carried identity
information; however, there was no evidence for clear-cut differences between the right
PrC region and the right anterior fusiform regions (in or close to the FFA). One
possibility is that ventral visual pathway areas co-activate with PrC during online
maintenance of information for the purpose of additional integration in the service of
stimulus individuation. The quality of representations from earlier regions may initially
be suboptimal to generate distinctive face representations for individuation at the level of
PrC. Prolonged co-activation between PrC and regions of the ventral visual pathway may
reflect iterative feedback mechanisms that further maximize the diagnostic information
content of PrC representations.

2.4.4

Beyond Faces

Although numerous sources of evidence, reviewed above, point to a patch or area within
PrC that appears to respond to face stimuli differentially, we do not mean to suggest that
PrC as a whole, even in the right hemisphere, is a structure that is specialized for face
processing only. Indeed, right-sided PrC involvement has been reported with various
other stimulus classes in prior research (e.g., Henson et al., 1999; Buffalo et al., 2006;
Litman et al., 2009). In the context of oddity tasks, for example, such involvement has
been found in relation to matching of artificial objects (“greebles,” Barense et al., 2010),
animals, and artifacts (Devlin and Price, 2007) across viewpoints. Several studies have
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also revealed right PrC involvement in recognition memory with stimuli other than faces
(e.g., Montaldi et al., 2006; Staresina et al., 2011). Thus, the resilience to interference
afforded by PrC-based representations may support discrimination across a broad range
of stimuli, with different regions within PrC showing optimal tuning for specific stimulus
classes.
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Chapter 3
3

Resting-State fMRI Data in Humans Reveal
Behaviorally-Relevant Connectivity Between the
“Anterior Face Patch” in Perirhinal Cortex and the
Fusiform Face Area
3.1

Introduction

The human brain is remarkably adept at the detection and individuation of faces in the
environment. Studies examining the neural correlates of face perception and recognition
in humans have revealed multiple brain regions that appear to play a specialized role in
face processing (for review, see Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai,
2008). In neuroimaging research, these regions are typically referred to as ‘faceselective’, based on their preferential, although not necessarily exclusive responses to
faces as compared to other stimulus classes. The fusiform face area (FFA), the posterior
region of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), and the occipital face area (OFA) in the
ventral visual pathway have most commonly been found to exhibit such face-selectivity
in studies that compared response to faces with those to other stimulus classes (Gobbini
and Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 2000; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006; Pitcher et al., 2011).
Together, these three regions have been referred to as forming the ‘core’ face processing
network. Other regions of the brain, in particular aspects of the anterior temporal lobe and
amygdala (Amy), have also been implicated in many studies on face processing, although
not necessarily with the same selectivity. They have been suggested to form an
‘extended’ face processing network. Regions in this extended network are thought to
work in concert with the core regions, and are thought to guide behaviors relevant to
social interaction, such as assessing mood, gauging the intentions of others, or accessing
stored biographical information about people, when faces are encountered.
The investigation of face processing in macaques based on neurophysiological and
neuroimaging techniques has also revealed face-selective patches of cortex with a
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topographic arrangement that suggests some correspondence with the human face
processing network. Curiously, the macaque face processing network has been shown to
include an additional area of face selectivity in a ventral aspect of the anterior temporal
lobe (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Moeller et al., 2008; Mur et al., 2010; Pinsk et al., 2009;
Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2003; Tsao et al., 2008) that was not reported in initial
human investigations on face selectivity. In an attempt to resolve this disparity, more
targeted analysis in humans has since uncovered an area on the medial surface of the
temporal lobe, in the anterior collateral sulcus, that may be homologous to the anterior
faces patch reported (with a more lateral location in monkey; Rajimehr et al., 2009); this
regions falls within the anatomical boundaries of the perirhinal cortex (PrC) (Nasr and
Tootell, 2012; O’Neil et al., 2009; see Insausti et al., 1998 for anatomical details). More
recent investigations with functional localizer runs involving faces and other stimulus
classes have reported differential activity for faces in the anterior collateral sulcus in the
context of both a 1-back repetition task (Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Rajimehr et al., 2009;
Rossion et al., 2012) as well as passive viewing paradigms (Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et
al., 2008).
With respect to the specific contributions of anterior temporal lobe regions to face
processing, evidence in macaques has revealed identity-based face selectivity in anterior
face-patch neurons (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010). Consistent with this finding, recent fMRI
studies in humans indicate that a right anterior collateral sulcus region is more active
when discriminating face images based upon their identity than based upon the position
of a spot overlaid on the image (Nasr and Tootell, 2012; O’Neil et al., 2013). An
examination of information content in fMRI data with multi-voxel pattern analyses
(MVPA) has provided additional evidence to support a role of this region in individuation
(Nestor et al., 2011). However, in this study it was reported that more posterior regions
carry information about face identity as well. In addition, O’Neil et al. (2013), and Nasr
et al. (2012) reported evidence in support of a degree of orientation specificity of anterior
collateral sulcus responses in face recognition tasks. Employing a 1-back task, Nasr et al.
compared activation levels for upright, inverted, and contrast-reversed faces. They found
the greatest difference in activity for the upright as compared to the inverted face
condition. In addition, an inversion effect was revealed in the right anterior collateral
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sulcus (i.e., PrC) when O’Neil et al. (2013) compared activity associated with forcedchoice recognition decisions for upright faces with several other discrimination tasks,
including forced-choice recognition of inverted faces. PrC and the FFA were part of a
pattern of brain regions exhibiting this effect, suggesting some joint sensitivity of the
FFA and PrC to the face inversion manipulation.
In seminal neurophysiological work conducted in macaques, Moeller and
colleagues (2008) demonstrated, using electrical stimulation combined with fMRI, that
stimulation of face patches can reveal concomitant BOLD response in other face patches.
This finding suggests that face patches in the macaque, including the anterior temporal
face patch, are anatomically and functionally connected. Previous fMRI studies in
humans have also examined the functional connectivity of face selective regions,
however they have typically not assessed face-selective regions of the anterior temporal
lobe (Turk-Browne et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2011, but see Avidan et al.,
2013). Thus, a targeted examination of the extent to which face selective regions in PrC
exhibit functional connectivity with the face network in the absence of face processing
demands in humans has yet to be determined. Some insight into the ongoing functional
interactions between PrC and the broader face-processing network in humans comes from
a recent study by Avidan et al. (2013) that assessed functional connectivity during task
and rest conditions in congenital prosopagnosics and age-matched controls. Functional
connectivity between the anterior temporal face patch and the core face-processing
network was reduced in congenital prosopagnosics during the viewing of faces, but not
during rest. As Avidan et al. focused on the examination of reliable group differences, the
extent to which aspects of PrC exhibits reliable connectivity with other regions
supporting face processing in typically functioning individuals has yet to be quantified.
Considered together, evidence from studies examining the monkey face patch system,
human fMRI localizer studies, and congenital prosopagnosics suggest that aspects of
right PrC may play a more integral role in the processing of faces than previously
thought. While previously considered as part of the extended face-processing network,
more recent converging evidence suggests that aspects of this region may be better
conceptualized as supporting face representation more broadly. To assess the
involvement of PrC in the face processing network, we examined resting-state
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connectivity of core and extended face processing regions to probe the possibility that
aspects of PrC may exhibit reliable, intrinsic connectivity with the face processing
network, a finding that would be consistent with a more central role of PrC in face
processing (Zhang et al., 2009).
In the current study, we employed a partial correlation approach to resting-state
fMRI BOLD time-series to examine pair-wise connectivity of subject specific, faceselective regions of the face processing network. We examined areas of the ‘core’ face
processing network, i.e. FFA, STS, and OFA, as well as regions identified as part of an
extended face processing network, namely PrC and the Amy; these regions were recently
identified in a large scale localizer study to exhibit face selectivity (Rossion et al., 2012).
Motivated by the findings of Moeller et al. (2008), we predicted that concurrent
involvement of FFA and PrC during face processing would be reflected in temporal
synchronization of ongoing activity, even in the absence of face stimulus presentation.
Critically, we sought to determine the extent to which this functional connectivity
reflected activity in a face-specific network by controlling for non-specific fluctuations in
another region exhibiting selectivity for a visual stimulus category (the parahippocampal
place area). In addition, we clarified the nature of functional connectivity in the face
processing network by examining resting-state activity with the added constraint that any
connectivity between two regions was not common to other region(s) in the face
processing network. This approach highlights specific coupling of signal between
regions, revealing unique connectivity between specific nodes of the face processing
network. Further, given our previous report of PrC and FFA sensitivity to an inversion
manipulation for faces (stimulus inversion; O’Neil et al., 2013) we attempted to link
FFA-PrC functional connectivity to participant’s behavioral sensitivity to this
manipulation.

3.2

Methods

Resting-state scans were collected during a session that included acquisition of
experimental runs. The data from these experimental runs have been previously reported
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(O’Neil et al., 2013). Twelve healthy right-handed university students (6 male, age range
= 20-31 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this study. All
participants gave written informed consent, and received compensation for their
participation. This study received approval from the Health Sciences Research Ethics
Board at the University of Western Ontario. Resting-state scans were collected during a
session that included acquisition of other experimental runs. The data from these
experimental runs have been reported previously (O’Neil et al., 2013). Participants from
that study were included in the current examination if time constraints permitted
collection of resting-state data (thirteen of sixteen participants from the original study).
Three participants were not able to complete the resting-state scans due to time
constraints, and one additional participant was excluded as face-selective aspects of right
PrC failed to meet the threshold used for selection. Thus, analyses were completed on the
sample of 12 remaining participants.

3.2.1

Resting-state and Functional Localizer Runs

Participants completed two resting-state scans. Participants were instructed to remain
still, keep their eyes open, and to fixate on a white cross presented on a black background
for the duration of the scan (6 minutes).
To identify regions contributing to the core and extended face processing networks,
each participant also completed two functional-localizer runs (144 volumes each). These
runs followed a protocol used successfully in several other studies from our lab (e.g.,
Cate et al., 2011; O’Neil et al., 2009) to elicit activation in the face processing network.
Localizer runs involved presentation of grayscale faces, common objects, and places
(buildings and landscapes) under passive viewing instructions. Stimuli from each
category were presented in a blocked manner with alternating blocks of scrambled
images corresponding to each stimulus category.
Additional task-related fMRI runs were also completed for a study reported
elsewhere (O’Neil et al., 2013). While the fMRI data from these tasks was not considered
in the context of the current study, the behavioral performance of participants was used to
constrain our interpretation of the findings reported here.
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3.2.2

MRI Acquisition

All MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens TIM MAGENTOM Trio scanner. T1weighted anatomical images were obtained using an ADNI MPRAGE sequence [192
slices, time to repetition (TR) = 2300 ms, field of view (FOV) = 240 X 256 mm, matrix
size = 240 X 256, flip angle = 9°, echo time (TE) = 4.25 ms, voxel size = 1 mm3].
Functional MRI volumes were collected using a T2*-weighted single-shot gradient-echoplanar acquisition sequence [TR = 2500 ms, TE = 25 ms, slice thickness = 2.5 mm, inplane resolution = 2.5 X 2.5 mm, FOV = 200 mm X 200 mm, matrix size 80 X 80 mm,
flip angle = 60°]. Each functional volume included 49 contiguous slices. To optimize MR
signal in the anterior temporal lobes, an oblique coronal orientation was selected, with an
effort to prevent inclusion of the eyes in slices capturing this region. This slice plan
provided full coverage of occipital and temporal lobes in all participants, with inferior
aspects of frontopolar cortex, as well as the most superior aspects of parietal cortex not
covered in some participants.
All preprocessing was implemented with the FMRIB Software Library toolbox
(FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) as well as custom Matlab code. Images were corrected
for slice time differences (using Fourier-space time-series phase shifting), motion (6parameter affine transformation), and intensity inhomogeneity. Images were then
spatially smoothed [Gaussian kernel of full width at half-maximum = 5 mm]. Localizer
scans were temporally high-pass filtered with a 100 s period and resting-state scans were
band-pass filtered using a 2nd-order Butterworth filter, (0.009 < f < 0.08; as in Fox et al.,
2005). All images were then normalized [12-degrees of freedom linear affine
transformation] to the standard 2 mm 152-brain MNI template. Global mean signal was
not regressed out from the data because of its propensity for finding more anticorrelations
(Murphy et al., 2009) and because it might remove physiologically important signals
(Schölvinck et al., 2010).
Regions of interest were defined functionally, for each participant, using the
localizer scans. A general linear model was specified for each localizer run with faces,
places and objects as predictors. Scrambled images served as the baseline condition. Data
were convolved using a double gamma hemodynamic response function. Z-maps
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examining two contrasts, faces > places and places > faces, were generated for each run.
Statistical maps were then combined at the subject level, resulting in a subject-specific
fixed-effects contrast image for each of the two comparisons of interest. Resting-state
analyses relied upon successful definition of every ROI in each participant from these
independent functional localizer scans. Thus, we focused our analyses on the right
hemisphere, which is known to exhibit a degree of specialization for faces (e.g., Bentin et
al., 1996; Sergent et al., 1992) and indeed, showed more robust response to face stimuli
during localizer runs than the corresponding regions in the left hemisphere. In addition,
participants were excluded from the study only if the peak voxel activity of any region of
interest failed to meet a minimum threshold z = 1.64. Note however, that at the group
level, each functionally defined region of interest survived a mixed effects analysis at a
false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected threshold of p < .05. As stated above, these criteria
allowed all but one participant to be included in the analyses.
Examining the faces > places contrast, regions exhibiting a preferential response to
face stimuli were defined using a 2mm sphere ROI centered on the peak voxel, separately
for each participant, in the following regions: the FFA, located in the right middle
fusiform gyrus, right PrC (constrained based upon the criteria of Pruessner et al., 2002),
the right OFA in, or in the vicinity of the inferior occipital gyrus (Pitcher et al., 2011), the
right (STS), and the right Amy. Confound regions (2 mm spheres) in the temporal stem
adjacent to the right PrC, as well as anterior and posterior corpus callosum were defined
for each participant based upon their structural scan (see Figure 3.1 for an representative
subject’s seed locations). Following ROI definition, the BOLD time-course from both
runs were extracted from each subject-specific ROI, as well as from a ventricle mask
derived from the standard 2 mm 152 brain MNI template.
To examine functional connectivity at rest across the core and extended face
network regions, we used a partial correlation-based approach. For each participant, a
matrix was constructed for each run containing the extracted BOLD time course of the
ROIs described above, a ventricle mask derived from the 152 brain MNI template, as
well as the six motion parameters of the respective scan. To reduce the likelihood that the
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Figure 3.1. Seed regions from a representative participant. Numbers denote MNI

coordinates of the Y-plane. aCC-Anterior corpus callosum, Ts-Temporal stem, PrCPerirhinal cortex, Amg-Amygdala, STS-Superior temporal sulcus, pCC-Posterior corpus
callosum, PPA-Parahippocampal place area, FFA-Fusiform face area, OFA-Occipital
face area. Red and green colors denote white matter and grey matter control regions
respectively, pink colors denote face processing regions.
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partial correlations observed between face-selective regions might be driven by generic
visual system activity propagated throughout the face recognition network, we adopted an
approach forwarded by Turke-Browne and colleagues (2010); we partialled out activity
in a control region sensitive to visually presented stimuli of another class, the sceneselective right parahippocampal place area (PPA) defined using the places > faces
contrast in each participant). While it is not possible to account for all non-face specific
activity through the inclusion of one or several control regions, the inclusion of the PPA
ROI, and our other control ROIs (the white matter ROI adjacent to PrC in particular)
takes advantage of a strength of the partial correlation approach to constrain our findings,
as reliable correlations must capture variance unique across regions after accounting for
the time courses of all confound measures. Partial correlations were then computed for
each matrix, and a Fisher’s z transformation was applied for the purpose of significance
testing. Fisher z-transformed values were averaged across runs for each participant, and a
1-tailed t-test was used to assess if, across participants, this measure of functional
connectivity was reliably different than 0 (i.e. the null hypothesis).
In addition, we expanded on Turke-Brown et al.’s (2010) approach whereby the
activity of an additional region is partialled out in order to constrain connectivity
findings. Specifically, we examined the extent to which connectivity between each pair of
regions reflected a ‘unique’ partial correlation. To achieve this, we additionally partialled
out activity in all other face selective ROI’s when assessing resting-state connectivity in
each possible pair of regions. This approach revealed resting-state connectivity between
regions that was unique, i.e., not common to that between other regions in the face
processing network.

3.3

Results

We assessed the connectivity of regions in the core and extended face processing
networks in the absence of any explicit face processing demands. ROI time-courses
extracted from the resting-state runs were used to generate a partial correlation matrix to
examine the connectivity between subject-specific PrC, FFA, OFA, Amy, and STS
(Figure 3.1). Nuisance covariates including ventricle, white matter, and motion time
series as well as activity in the PPA were partialled out to account for non-neuronal and
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non face-specific activity in the network, respectively. We first examined the extent to
which the regions that comprise the core face processing network, identified based on our
functional localizer scans, exhibited resting-state connectivity. Pair-wise partial
correlations between the classically defined core face processing network revealed
reliable resting-state connectivity between the OFA, FFA, and STS (FFA-STS r = .19, p
= .005; FFA-OFA r =. 35 p = .0001; OFA-STS r = .37 p = .04). Next, we assessed the
extent to which PrC and Amy exhibited resting-state connectivity with the rest of the core
face processing network. Pair-wise partial correlations were revealed between the FFA,
Amy and PrC, FFA-PrC r = .09, p = .003, FFA-Amy r = .09, p < .014 Amy-PrC r = .18 p
= .021, whereby all other pair-wise partial correlations between regions were not reliably
different that zero (Figure 3.2).
Demonstration of significant functional connectivity between PrC, Amy and FFA
supports the notion that extended regions exhibit intrinsic connectivity with the face
processing network. However, from this analysis it is not clear if the pattern of functional
connectivity reflects unique connectivity between regions. For instance, partial
correlations between PrC and Amy may reflect intrinsic functional connectivity between
these regions, or alternatively, the common influence of a third source (i.e., FFA). To
address this question, we examined the partial correlations between regions as before, but
additionally controlling for the influence of each remaining face-selective ROI. Thus,
significant functional connectivity between PrC and the Amy would reflect unique
connectivity after accounting for shared covariance between non-face, anatomical ROIs,
motion-related confounds, as well as the FFA, OFA, and STS. As can be seen in Figure
3.3, fewer regions exhibited resting-state connectivity that was independent of common
variance in other face selective regions. Notably however, PrC exhibited unique
functional connectivity with both the FFA (r = .07, p = .007) and Amy (r = .18, p = .020)
after accounting for the influence of other face-selective regions. Unique connectivity
was also revealed between FFA and OFA r = .30, p = .0006. This approach failed to
reveal reliable connectivity between STS and the rest of the core face processing network
(both FFA and OFA), a point we return to in the Discussion.
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Figure 3.2. Partial correlations. Upper: Red bars denote reliable functional connectivity
between face-selective regions, displayed as circular nodes on the surface of a rendered
brain image for ease of visualization. Lower: Partial correlation matrix. Color scale
reflects z-transformed r-values. Elevated cells denote correlations that were reliably
different from zero.
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Figure 3.3. ‘Unique’ partial correlations. Upper: Red bars denote reliable functional
connectivity between face-selective regions. Lower: Unique partial correlation matrix.
Color scale reflects z-transformed r-values. Elevated cells denote correlations that were
reliably different from zero. Note that unlike in Figure 3.2, each cell reflects the
partialling out of activity from a distinct set of brain regions (due to the revolving nature
of regions partialled from each analysis, i.e. all regions except for the pair being
compared). Results are shown together in matrix form for ease of comparison.
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Beyond evaluating the intrinsic coupling of face processing regions, we also
investigated the relationship between connectivity measures and behavioral performance
on an experimental face processing task based on data that were collected during the
same experimental session, results of which have been published separately (O’Neil et
al., 2013; Chapter 2). Our previous examination of these data focused on the effects of
face inversion on recognition memory, visual oddity, and visual search tasks. The
greatest behavioral effect of face inversion was present for the recognition memory task.
Critically, aspects of right PrC and a fusiform region overlapping with the FFA were part
of a pattern of brain regions affected by the inversion manipulation in this recognition
memory task. Given this finding, we aimed to address in the current analyses whether
unique connectivity in the face processing network during rest was related to the size of
the behavioral inversion effect for the recognition memory task across participants. For
each participant, we calculated the size of behavioral inversion effect (upright task
accuracy – inverted task accuracy) for the memory task. We then examined the
relationship between this behavioral marker of face processing and the strength of unique
connectivity between our predefined face-selective regions (with other face processing
areas partialled out). The analysis revealed PrC-FFA connectivity correlated with the
strength of the behavioral inversion effect (r = .73, p = .007; Figure 3.4), with no other
partial correlations relating to the behavioral inversion effect. In other words, the greater
the functional connectivity strength between PrC and FFA, after accounting for
influences in other regions, the greater the behavioral sensitivity to face inversion.
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Figure 3.4. Scatterplot denoting the relationship between the unique partial correlation
between PrC and FFA, and the sensitivity of participants to the inversion manipulation
for the memory task. Each diamond represents a participant. Y-axis values denote the ztransformed r-values. X-axis values denote the size of the behavioral accuracy advantage
for upright as compared to inverted faces.
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3.4

Discussion

In the current study, we assessed the functional connectivity of the core and extended
face processing network at rest, with a particular interest in aspects of right PrC that have
previously been shown to have similar functional characteristics as the anterior temporal
face patch in the macaque (Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Rossion et al.,
2012; Tsao et al., 2008; Von Der Heide et al., 2013). Face-selective regions were found
to exhibit reliable, intrinsic connectivity, despite the absence of explicit face processing
demands. Further, our findings suggest that face-selective voxels in PrC exhibit unique
connectivity with the FFA that was not shared with other regions in the face processing
network. This unique connectivity was correlated with variations in the behavioral effects
of an orientation manipulation in a face recognition-memory task across participants,
indicating that connectivity between PrC and FFA is behaviorally relevant.
FFA connectivity was common to all face-selective regions included in our
correlation analyses, pointing to a possible hub-like role of the FFA. Nestor and
colleagues (2011) have previously demonstrated a central functional role of an anterior
fusiform region within the face processing network. These authors, using a multivariate
analysis spotlight approach, uncovered four regions that support the representation of
facial identity, including anterior fusiform cortex in the vicinity of FFA, and anterior
temporal cortex, in or near PrC. Notably, the information content across these four
regions with respect to face identity was similar, with the region exhibiting the greatest
amount of mutual information, consistent with a hub-like role, located in the anterior
region of the fusiform gyrus.
Expanding on Turke-Browne et al.’s (2010) approach, we also examined the
‘unique’ partial connectivity for each ROI pair by partialling out all additional face
selective regions. As anticipated, given evidence that information content across the face
processing network exhibits a degree of redundancy (Nestor et al., 2011), fewer pairwise
partial correlations were significant after additionally controlling for activity across the
remainder of the face selective regions. Notably, PrC was found to exhibit unique
connectivity with both the Amy and FFA, findings that support a unique contribution of
this region to the face processing network. On the other hand, both FFA-Amy and FFA-
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STS connectivity were not found to be unique. This indicates that resting-state
connectivity between these regions reflects, to some extent, activity partially redundant
with that between other regions of the face processing network.
The importance of connectivity between the anterior temporal lobe and posterior
regions has been suggested by findings from diffusion-based imaging approaches
examining white matter pathways in the brain. The major white matter bundle connecting
inferior visual regions such as the FFA and OFA with both the medial and lateral anterior
temporal cortex is the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (Catani et al., 2003; Thomas et al.,
2009). Evidence pointing to the behavioral relevance of this pathway for face processing
comes from studies examining individuals with congenital prosopagnosia, i.e. a lifelong
deficit in face processing. In contrast to the apparently normal functioning of the core
face regions in these individuals, as assessed using task-based fMRI, investigations
focusing on structural and functional connectivity of core face regions and the anterior
temporal lobe have revealed distinctions between these individuals and normal control
participants. Congenital prosopagnosics exhibit reduced white matter integrity of the
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and the extent of reduction is correlated with behavioral
face recognition performance (Thomas et al., 2009). In addition, assessment of functional
connectivity in individuals with congenital prosopagnosia during a 1-back task involving
presentation of faces revealed reduced connectivity between the core face network and
face-selective anterior temporal cortex as compared to controls (Avidan et al., 2013).
These findings in congenital prosopagnosics suggest both a functional and structural
dysfunction in the connectivity of anterior temporal and core face processing regions, and
provide converging evidence for a prominent role of face-selective PrC in the behavioral
discrimination of faces.
In typically functioning individuals, diffusion-based (diffusion spectrum imaging)
assessment of the structural connectivity of face-selective regions of cortex has revealed
connectivity between face-selective anterior temporal cortex and the FFA, as well as, to a
lesser extent, the OFA (Pyles et al., 2013). Consistent with the current unique partial
correlation findings in the current study, however, STS was not found to exhibit reliable
connectivity with other regions of face-selective cortex, including the anterior temporal
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face regions. Gschwind et al. (2012), using a different diffusion-based approach, also
examined the nature of the structural connectivity of face-selective cortical regions.
While they did not include the anterior temporal cortex, their analyses revealed high
connectivity probability between the FFA and OFA, whereas the STS was not found to
exhibit significant white matter connectivity with other face-selective regions, again
suggesting a lack of direct connectivity between these two regions, as reported in the
current study. The divergent findings regarding STS connectivity from our partial and
“unique” partial correlation approaches are consistent with distinctions between the
functional- and anatomical-connectivity literature: like Turke-Browne et al. (2010), we
reveal connectivity between FFA and STS at rest, but the lack of unique connectivity
between these two regions is consistent with the diffusion-based findings discussed
above. It is possible that the partialling of activity in other face-selective regions may
have eliminated a mediating influence on STS which gives rise to its resting-state
connectivity, despite its apparent lack of direct connectivity with the rest of the face
processing network. Thus, our findings suggest that correlated activity between these
regions was also manifest elsewhere in the face processing network.
Demonstration of a behavioral correlation with connectivity between PrC and FFA
suggests that resting-state connectivity, thought to be constrained by the underlying
anatomical connectivity between regions (Greicius et al., 2009; Honey et al., 2009; Van
Den Heuvel et al., 2009; Vincent et al., 2007; for review, see Damoiseaux and Greicius,
2009; Shen et al., 2012), can have consequences at the behavioral level (e.g., Hampson et
al., 2006; Tambini et al., 2010). Previous research examining connectivity during tasks
involving faces has demonstrated that stimulus- and task-related processing demands can
modulate connectivity between these regions (e.g., O’Neil et al., 2011; see also Avidan et
al., 2013). Resting-state connectivity likely reflects the occurrence of repeated functional
interactions that occur over time. Increased strength of these interactions may support
functional coupling during task conditions, aiding task performance. Insofar as restingstate connectivity reflects anatomical links between regions of the face processing
network, correlations with behavior could also arise in the face processing network due to
the influences of structural connectivity on the functional organization of the brain. A
recent report has demonstrated that the location of the FFA can be predicted based upon
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connectivity of other regions of the brain. Among these regions is a right anterior
temporal region encompassing PrC (Saygin et al., 2012). Thus, PrC connectivity, together
with connectivity of other regions may have a causal role in dictating the emergence of
face-selectivity (i.e., the location of FFA) in the brain.
While the functional connectivity data presented here support a high degree of
integration between aspects of PrC with FFA, we do not suggest that PrC as a whole, or
even face selective subregions of PrC are necessarily exclusively dedicated to the
processing of faces in humans. Right-sided PrC involvement has been reported with
various other stimulus classes in prior research (e.g., Buffalo et al., 2006; Litman et al.,
2009; Martin et al., 2013). The current study goes beyond previous investigations of the
resting-state functional connectivity of PrC (Khan et al., 2008; Libby et al., 2012) by
directly assessing the extent to which activity in PrC reflected activity in core and
extended areas of the face processing network. Our findings point to an integration of
PrC with the face processing network, in particular FFA, and support recent findings
suggesting that STS may be anatomically distinct from the rest of the face processing
network. Critically, these findings suggest a central role of the face selective region in
PrC in the interplay between core and extended face networks.
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Chapter 4
4

Distinct Patterns of Functional and Effective
Connectivity between Perirhinal Cortex and Other
Cortical Regions in Recognition Memory and
Perceptual Discrimination2
4.1

Introduction

Mechanisms that allow the human brain to create internal representations of objects are
fundamental to both memory and perception. For example, in order to recollect an
encounter with a previously viewed object successfully, a stored representation of that
object must contain sufficient detail so as to avoid confusion with encounters of other
similar objects. Likewise, discriminating between similar objects currently in view
requires the development of sufficiently detailed internal representations to allow for
their differentiation. An important issue of current interest in cognitive neuroscience is
whether structures in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), specifically perirhinal cortex
(PrC), which interfaces the MTL with the ventral visual pathway, support representations
of objects that are critical for perceptual as well as for memory-based discriminations
(Baxter, 2009; Suzuki, 2009).

2

A version of this chapter has been published. O’Neil, E. B., Protzner, A. B., McCormick, C., McLean,
D.A, Poppenk, J., Cate, A.D., & Köhler S. (2012). Distinct patterns of functional and effective connectivity
between perirhinal cortex and other cortical regions in recognition memory and perceptual discrimination.
Cerebral Cortex, 22 (1): 74-85.
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According to the prevailing view of brain organization, the MTLs act as an
integrated modular system that is dedicated to declarative memory (Squire et al., 2004).
This memory system is thought to maintain sharp neuroanatomical and functional
boundaries with perceptual systems, including lateral and inferior temporal lobe
structures that are dedicated to visual object identification, that is, the ventral visual
pathway (e.g., Suzuki, 2010). MTL mechanisms, including those in PrC, are thought to
be critical only for recognition memory, that is, recognition of the prior occurrence of an
object after a delay but not for online discrimination of simultaneously presented objects
in visual perceptual tasks. This standard view has recently been put into question by
several reports of visuoperceptual deficits in association with PrC damage in human and
nonhuman primates (Eacott et al., 1994; Buckley and Gaffan, 1997; Bussey et al., 2002;
Bussey et al., 2003; Barense et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; for review,
see Buckley and Gaffan 2006; Murray et al., 2007). Studies examining the effects of PrC
lesions in nonhuman primates have revealed impairments in a number of tasks that lack
an obvious long-term declarative memory component. For example, Buckley et al.
(2001) reported that monkeys with PrC lesions were impaired when required to determine
the “odd” stimulus from a visual array of simultaneously presented similar objects. These
deficits were related the degree of visual similarity between the foil stimuli and the target.
Similarly, studies of humans with large MTL lesions that include PrC have uncovered
impairments in visual oddity or oddball discrimination tasks when discriminanda are
highly similar (Lee et al., 2005, Lee et al., 2006; cf., Shrager et al., 2006). Functional
neuroimaging research in healthy participants also supports a role of PrC in oddity or
oddball judgments and other perceptual discriminations (Devlin and Price 2007; Lee et
al., 2007; O'Neil et al., 2009; Barense et al., 2010).
Although the evidence in support of a role of the MTL in functions beyond
declarative memory remains controversial, it has inspired promising alternate theoretical
accounts that reject the notion that the MTL acts as a unified, specialized declarative
memory system. A radically different proposal is that different MTL structures may be
specialized for distinct computations that are tied to the representation of unique classes
of stimuli or experiences (Murray et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2010). Within such a
framework, PrC has been proposed to constitute an extension of the representational
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hierarchy within the ventral visual pathway for object identification; it is thought to be
recruited in tasks, perceptual or mnemonic, that require discriminations of objects with
highly overlapping features. It has been proposed that PrC may provide a representation
of the conjunctions of features (Murray and Bussey, 1999; Murray et al., 2007) or of
gestalt-characteristics (Cate and Köhler, 2006) that are critical when individual
perceptual features are insufficient for unique object identification. Computational
modeling has demonstrated that such integrated higher-order representations are
particularly important for recognition of prior occurrence of objects following delays. A
typical delay is filled with a constant stream of visual input that creates massive
interference at the feature level. Highly integrated object representations supported by
PrC would allow for resolution of this interference in the assessment of the familiarity of
a specific object at the time of its reoccurrence (Cowell et al., 2006, Cowell et al., 2010).
Complementing the role of PrC, hippocampal contributions would allow for
representations that contain contextual information pertaining to a specific object
encounter (e.g.,Eichenbaum et al., 2007).
We recently reported a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study
whose findings argue against the classic view of MTL specialization for declarative
memory and provide support for the representational account of PrC functioning just
discussed (O'Neil et al., 2009). Using morphed faces as stimuli, we compared PrC
activity while subjects completed 2 forced-choice tasks, both involving the presentation
of 3 highly similar faces. An oddball task required the selection of a face most different
from the others in the display, while a recognition memory task required the selection of
the item presented in an earlier study phase. A luminance judgment task served as a
baseline task of comparable difficulty that did not require referencing the type of
complex stimulus representations that PrC is proposed to support. When contrasted with
the baseline task, both experimental tasks engaged right PrC to an equivalent degree.
Critically, PrC activity was also found to be greater for accurate than inaccurate trials in
both tasks. While these findings clearly suggest common PrC involvement in recognition
memory and perceptual discrimination, they also raise interesting new questions.
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Clearly, tasks that require discrimination of multiple stimuli based on either
mnemonic or perceptual information still have processing demands that are distinct from
each other, even when the level of representational detail and integration required is
considered comparable. Most importantly, recognition memory requires explicit
assessment of a memory–strength signal associated with a stimulus currently in view or
the recovery of contextual information from a prior related encounter, whereas perceptual
discrimination does not. Performing these different tasks also evokes distinct
phenomenological experiences; participants typically do not confuse whether their
judgment is perceptual or mnemonic in nature. This situation raises the question as to
what brain mechanisms differ between recognition memory and perceptual
discrimination when PrC is commonly involved. Resolution of this question cannot be
achieved by examining the representational role of PrC in isolation. Instead, broader
processing dynamics related to processes of integration must be considered at the
network level (McIntosh, 1999; Friston, 2002). Here, we took such an approach and
revisited the fMRI data we reported previously (O'Neil et al., 2009) in order to examine
whether the functional and effective connectivity of PrC with other cortical regions
differed between the perceptual and recognition memory tasks that revealed common PrC
involvement.
It is widely agreed that access to and manipulation of representations recovered
through MTL mechanisms depends on control processes supported by prefrontal cortex
(PFC; for a discussion, see Moscovitch 1992; Simons and Spiers 2003). Generally
speaking, control processes shape the goal of any such attempt, the elaboration of the cue
provided (if any), and the monitoring of the outcome of search processes. Functional
neuroimaging research has provided considerable evidence that implicates PFC together
with MTL structures in declarative memory, including at retrieval in recognition memory
tasks (Skinner and Fernandes 2007; Mitchell and Johnson 2009). However, while many
efforts have focused on parsing their distinct roles, the direct examination of functional
interactions between the MTL and PFC has received much less attention so far (but
see Köhler et al., 1998; Habib et al., 2003; McIntosh et al., 2003; Ranganath et al.,
2005; Axmacher et al., 2008; McCormick et al., 2010). Thus, at present, it remains
unclear whether such functional interactions differ between memory and perceptual tasks
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that engage PrC equally. Given that PFC has also been implicated in control processes
supporting visual attention tasks and perceptual decision making (Desimone and Duncan,
1995; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Heekeren et al., 2008), it would be over simplistic to
assume that functional interactions between PrC and PFC are simply absent when
participants engage in perceptual discriminations. Instead, the unique processing
demands that are associated with recognition decisions and perceptual discriminations are
more likely reflected in distinct patterns of interaction involving different PFC regions as
well as additional posterior cortical structures.
Past fMRI studies have revealed the involvement of a number of different PFC
regions in recognition memory. Left frontopolar and dorsolateral PFC regions have been
found to be engaged most consistently when participants aim to recollect contextual
detail about a prior encounter with the stimulus at hand (e.g., Henson et al., 1999; Rugg
et al., 1999; Cansino et al., 2002; Dobbins et al., 2002; Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). By
contrast, right dorsolateral and ventrolateral PFC regions have more frequently been
involved in familiarity-based recognition in the absence of a requirement for contextual
recovery (Henson et al., 1999; Dudukovic and Wagner, 2007). Involvement of
ventrolateral PFC regions has also been linked to the evaluation of perceptual information
when it is required for stimulus-based or contextually based recognition (Kostopoulos
and Petrides, 2003; Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). That such an involvement might be
more pronounced in memory processing is suggested by findings showing that
midventrolateral PFC is differentially associated with mnemonic intentions when
complex perceptual stimuli are being viewed (Dove et al., 2006). Based on these
findings, we expected that aspects of right ventrolateral PFC would be part of the pattern
of cortical regions that show differential coupling with PrC in the forced-choice
recognition task and the perceptual oddball task for faces that we used previously. Other
cortical regions that might show such differential interactions with PrC are midline
structures in posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortex; these structures have frequently
been implicated in recognition memory in prior fMRI research (e.g., Henson et al.,
1999; Daselaar et al., 2006; for review, see Wagner et al., 2005; Skinner and Fernandes,
2007; Vann et al., 2009) and have been reported to show an increase in activity for
recognition memory as compared with visual attention tasks (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2003).
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The latter finding has led to the suggestion that posterior midline structures could be
involved in orienting attention to internally generated representations.
We also expected that some cortical regions would show a comparable functional
coupling with PrC in recognition memory and perceptual discrimination, including
aspects of PFC. A growing number of fMRI findings suggests that some of the control
processes supported by PFC, in particular by dorsolateral PFC, in declarative memory
tasks may not be unique to the domain of episodic memory (Cabeza et al., 2003; Dobbins
and Han, 2006; Marklund et al., 2007; Han et al., 2009; Hayama and Rugg, 2009; for
review, see Naghavi and Nyberg, 2005). One prominent idea in the literature is that
dorsolateral PFC involvement may be linked to selective visual attention demands that
are critical for task performance in many domains (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2003; Mayer et al.,
2007). In the current experimental paradigm, for example, such demands would relate to
the fact that all experimental trials required processing of multiple simultaneously
presented faces and the selection of only one of them as the target for responding.
To examine functional connectivity of PrC, we employed seed-based multivariate
partial least square (PLS) analyses in the current investigation (McIntosh et al.,
1996; McIntosh et al., 2004). This method allowed us to assess task-related
commonalities and differences in patterns of correlation between activity in PrC and the
rest of the brain. In a second analysis, we employed structural equation modeling (SEM)
to examine changes in effective connectivity across our 2 tasks for a subset of those
regions identified with seed PLS. We performed this analysis to help constrain the
interpretation of the PLS findings based on direct consideration of neuroanatomical
connectivity in a simplified network model (for rationale, see Mclntosh and GonzalezLima, 1994; Protzner and McIntosh, 2006). Specifically, we aimed to determine whether
within such a model task-related differences in functional interactions would emerge for
regions known to be directly connected with PrC.
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4.2

Materials and Methods

A detailed description of the experimental design and scanning protocol has been
presented previously (O'Neil et al., 2009). Thus, only a summary will be provided, in
addition to the specific aspects that pertain to the new fMRI analyses presented here.

4.2.1

Participants

Eighteen right-handed healthy individuals, each with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, participated in this study. Each received compensation for their participation. This
study received approval from the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board of the
University of Western Ontario.

4.2.2

Materials and Procedures

The fMRI study consisted of 2 experimental tasks and a baseline task, intermixed in a fast
event-related design. All tasks required the selection of 1 of 3 simultaneously presented
visual items; subjects made their selections using an MR-safe keypad. Stimuli for each
trial of the experimental tasks were created by morphing a pair of color face photographs
of Caucasian individuals with neutral expressions. The original faces of each pair served
as endpoints of a continuum on which 3 morphed faces were captured. To create the
targets for the perceptual oddball task, 1 of 3 faces was captured at a disproportionate
distance to the other two along the morph continuum. Stimuli that composed a memory
trial were created in a similar way. However, images were captured at points equally
spaced on the morph continuum such that there was no perceptually defined oddball item.
Stimuli that served as targets for memory trials were studied in a prescan study session.
Memory task difficulty was modulated by manipulating repetition at study exposure (1 or
3 times). Oddball task difficulty was manipulated by changing the degree to which the
oddball target was disproportionately positioned along the morph continuum. The
baseline task involved presentation of 3 semitransparent white squares of varying
luminance overlaid on a visual noise background. On each trial, 1 of the 3 squares
possessed 5% greater luminance than the other 2 squares. The baseline task required the
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selection of the item with the greatest luminance. All experimental stimuli were trial
unique.
All participants completed 6 experimental runs, each with 36 trials including all
trial types (see Fig. 4.1A). Before each run, the 12 face images that served as targets for
the memory task were presented for memorization for 3000 ms each, with a 1000 ms
intertrial interval. During scanning, every trial started with presentation of an
alphanumeric cue for 1000 ms, which indicated the type of upcoming task (memory,
perception, or baseline), followed by a display of 3 critical stimuli for 5000 ms.
Participants were required to choose the target item (i.e., studied, oddball, or brightest,
respectively) while the stimuli remained on screen. Fixation period between trials was
jittered. Trial order and jitter length were determined using Optseq2 (Dale 1999).
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Figure 4.1. A) Experimental design. Prior to scanning, participants studied a series of
faces. During scanning individuals performed 3 different types of judgments. M = forcedchoice recognition memory task; O = perceptual oddball task; B = luminance baseline
task. (B) PrC seed region on transverse and coronal slices of structural MR image in
representative participant.
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4.2.3

Summary of Behavioral Results

To briefly summarize the previously reported behavioral results (O'Neil et al., 2009), the
mean behavioral accuracy (measured as percent correct ± standard error of the mean) for
difficult and easy memory conditions was 54.60 ± 2.72 and 66.08 ± 2.80, respectively.
The mean accuracy for the difficult and easy perceptual oddball conditions was 50.45 ±
1.98 and 72.90 ± 1.85, respectively. Critically, behavioral performance for the difficult
condition of both experimental tasks, as well as overall performance when collapsed
across difficulty, was matched in terms of accuracy (t-tests; all Ps > 0.10). In addition,
accuracy for the luminance baseline task (59.23 ± 5.00) did not differ from that of either
of these 2 conditions.

4.2.4

Scanning Protocol

Scanning was completed on a 4-T whole body scanner (Varian; Siemens) fitted with a
custom head coil. Functional volumes were collected using an oblique coronal slice
orientation, roughly perpendicular to the longitudinal hippocampal axis with the
constraint that the most anterior slices excluded the eyes. The entire anterior/posterior
extent of the brain was covered with the resulting volumes. However, acquisition
constraints prevented collection of data for the most superior aspects of the brain,
including dorsal aspects of the parietal lobe, as well as the most dorsal aspects of the
frontal lobe, which, with the given slice orientation, corresponded only to posterior
sections. Thus, most aspects of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were covered in the
functional volumes. All functional scans were acquired using a T2*-weighted 4-shot
spiral sequence: echo time (TE) = 12 ms, repetition time (TR) = 625 ms yielding a total
volume acquisition time of 2500 ms, flip angle = 30°. Each functional volume was
composed of 19 contiguous 4-mm slices (22 × 22-cm field of view, 64 × 64 matrix, inplane resolution of 3.44 × 3.44 mm). Each experimental run involved the collection of
160 functional volumes. High-resolution T1-weighted structural scans were collected in
the same scanning session (144 slices, TR = 45 ms, TE = 3 ms, 256 × 256 matrix, inplane resolution of 0.86 × 0.86 mm with 1-mm slice thickness) for detailed depiction of
brain anatomy. Data preprocessing was completed using Brain Voyager QX 1.8 software
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(Brain Innovation). Functional images were resampled into 3-mm isotropic voxels, highpass filtered, coregistered with the anatomical image, and transformed into standardized
Talairach space. The resulting images were smoothed using a 3D Gaussian kernel with a
full-width at half-maximum value of 6 mm.

4.2.5

Functional Connectivity Analysis

Functional connectivity analyses on PrC were performed using multivariate PLS
(McIntosh et al., 1996; McIntosh et al., 2004). To address our question of interest, we
applied seed PLS, a multivariate analysis technique that allows for the identification of
spatiotemporal patterns of brain activity, with respect to the experimental conditions, by
focusing on the covariance of the blood oxygen level–dependent response between the
seed region and the rest of the brain across participants. Put another way, seed PLS
allows for investigation of task-related changes in functional connectivity of the seed
region. This technique works on the entire group data set at once, flattening spatial and
temporal information into a 2D data matrix.
In order to investigate the functional connectivity of PrC with other cortical and
subcortical regions, we first defined a seed region in PrC. Our selection was guided by
the findings from our univariate GLM-based analyses reported in O'Neil et al., (2009),
specifically our observation of shared right PrC involvement in perceptual oddball and
recognition memory judgments. Due to differences in data interpolation and definition of
cortical boundaries (based on voxel intensity) between BrainVoyager and the PLS
platform, it was not possible to use the exact coordinates of the PrC region in the right
hemisphere that showed this overlap in our previous analyses. Thus, we used a datadriven version of task PLS aiming to obtain a seed region in close vicinity of the region
that we previously reported with a similar common involvement in memory and
perception. This type of analysis revealed the major sources of task-related differences in
activity across the entire functional volume (independent of any seeds), expressed as
latent variables (LVs). Task saliences reflect the loading of experimental tasks; associated
patterns of brain activity (i.e., singular images) reveal regions that are sensitive to the task
distinction captured by the LV. Nonparametric permutation tests can be used to
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determine whether the covariance accounted for by the LV differs from chance. In
addition, voxel saliences can be tested with nonparametric bootstrap statistics to assess
which regions make reliable contributions to the pattern specified in a singular image.
The first LV obtained with this task PLS revealed a distributed activity pattern
that differentiated between all experimental conditions on the one hand and the baseline
task as well as fixation on the other (explained cross-block covariance = 40.2%, P <
0.001 based on 500 permutations). Not surprisingly, brain regions with higher activity in
the experimental task as indicated by reliable positive saliences (>3.28 corresponding
to P< 0.001 as assessed with 100 bootstrap tests) for this LV included large aspects of
bilateral occipitotemporal cortex. Critically, a cluster of right-sided PrC voxels was also
part of this pattern, replicating results obtained with our prior GLM-based analysis for
these data. To specify a seed region in PrC that was well-suited to capture PrC activity
across subjects, despite the variable nature of the collateral sulcus (see Pruessner et al.,
2002), the 4-voxel cluster that met our salience-based criteria was grown using a 2
nearest-neighbor selection method (centered on Talairach coordinates x= 25, y = 0, z =
−25). In this selection process, we ensured, using the anatomical scan averaged across all
participants, that no voxels encroached on the hippocampus or amygdala. Due to the
documented variability of the anterior collateral sulcus (Pruessner et al., 2002), however,
it is impossible to clearly distinguish between the medial and lateral bank of this sulcus
on the averaged MR image. Thus, we cannot rule out that aspects of entorhinal cortex
were included in the PrC seed in this group-based approach (see Fig. 4.1B). Using
univariate t-tests on activity averaged across all voxels included in this seed region of
interest, we confirmed that, like the PrC cluster identified in our original analyses, this
region exhibited no significant difference between the difficult recognition memory and
perceptual oddball conditions that were matched for accuracy, t17 = 1.63, P > 0.05 and no
overall effect of task difficulty,t17 = 1.77, P > 0.05. Consistent with our previous report,
we did find an effect of accuracy across the two experimental tasks, t17 = 3.12, P < 0.01.
Although the pattern of activity in the task PLS that allowed us to identify the PrC seed
also included bilateral regions in the hippocampus (left x = −16, y = −4, z = −11; right x =
17, y = −4, z = −8), these regions did not exhibit any modulation related to accuracy
(all P > 0.05). Moreover, when used in exploratory seed analyses, we did not see any
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differential patterns of connectivity across the perception and memory tasks. Thus, these
hippocampal regions were not investigated further (for additional commentary, see
Discussion).
Functional data from the described PrC seed region were extracted for the seed
PLS analysis. This region was selected from the third lag of the LV, corresponding to the
typical peak of the hemodynamic response function. A data matrix was constructed
consisting of voxel intensities capturing a temporal window of 15 s following stimulus
onset for each trial. This allowed for the consideration of the relationship between
activity in the seed region and the rest of the brain throughout the typical duration of the
hemodynamic response. Note, however, that no a priori HR function is modeled in this
type of analysis. In data-driven approaches, PLS uses singular value decomposition to
rotate the data matrix to identify the strongest effects in the data. Here, we used a
nonrotated version of seed PLS, in which a priori contrasts restrict the patterns derived
(McIntosh et al., 2004; Protzner and McIntosh, 2008). We opted for this nonrotated
version as we aimed to test specific hypotheses with 2 contrasts of interest. A singular
image is computed for each contrast of interest representing the distributed voxel pattern
that embodies it. The strength of the relationship between the singular image and the
designated contrast is given by the singular value. In this nonrotated version, the singular
image is simply the cross-product of a contrast and the data matrix, and the singular value
is the sum of squared voxel values for the singular image. As in the task PLS previously
described, statistical assessment was performed using nonparametric permutation tests for
the LVs and bootstrap estimation of standard errors for the voxel saliences. The
permutation test assesses whether the functional connectivity effect represented in a
given LV, captured by the singular value, is sufficiently strong to be considered different
from random noise. The standard error estimates of the voxel saliences in each singular
image from the bootstrap tests served for assessment of the reliability of the nonzero
saliences in significant LVs. Following established criteria for nonparametric tests in PLS
analyses (e.g., McIntosh et al., 2004; Protzner and McIntosh, 2008; Stevens et al., 2008),
results from the permutation tests were considered significant if they survived P < 0.05
(as no correction for multiple comparisons is required), and saliences assessed with
bootstrap estimates were considered significant if they met a threshold of 3.28,
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corresponding to approximately P < 0.001, at a cluster threshold of 5 voxels. All reported
coordinates and cluster sizes were obtained for the third lag (TR), corresponding to the
typical peak of the hemodynamic response function.

4.2.6

Effective Connectivity Analysis

In an additional analysis, we also employed SEM (LISREL 8.80, Student Edition,
Scientific Software Inc.) to examine whether memory and perception tasks involve
different patterns of effective connectivity in a simplified, neuroanatomically constrained
network that involved a subset of those regions identified with the seed PLS and a
connectivity matrix that honored known neuroanatomical connections. Regions included
in the model were selected based on theoretical considerations (i.e., prior discussion in
the fMRI literature) and robust signs of PrC connectivity as demonstrated by the seed
PLS analyses just summarized. All regions were situated in the right hemisphere and
included PrC, dorsolateral PFC, ventrolateral PFC, posterior cingulate, superior temporal
sulcus, and fusiform gyrus. Corresponding Talairach coordinates for these regions are
presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The peak voxel of each region was expanded using a 1
nearest-neighbor method, and activity profiles were extracted for the memory and
perception task in each participant based on the average obtained over the third and
fourth lag (TR from trial onset). This provided us with 72 data points (18 participants; 4
conditions) for each of these 2 tasks for each region. As our main interest focused on the
difference between memory and perception, within subject variance related to accuracy
and difficulty manipulations was removed with a residualization procedure previously
described (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1991). Anatomical connectivity, including
directionality, was specified based on reports from the nonhuman primate literature
(Suzuki and Amaral, 1994; Morris et al., 1999; Petrides and Pandya, 1999; Petrides and
Pandya, 2006; Lavenex et al., 2002; Petrides, 2005; Gerbella et al., 2010). To determine
whether effective connectivity differed between the memory and perception tasks, we
used a stacked model approach (Mclntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994). Inferential
statistics involved comparing a model in which the path coefficients were constrained to
be equal across conditions (null model) with a model in which the coefficients were
allowed to differ between conditions (alternate model). For each model, a goodness of fit
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value, expressed as χ2, was computed that reflects the extent to which the set of path
coefficients reproduced the correlation matrices for all conditions. Inferences were based
on the difference in goodness of fit (Δχ2) between the 2 models. Specifically, we
examined whether goodness of fit was improved by allowing path coefficients to vary
across tasks. Individual paths were examined in 2 different orders to determine whether
they contributed to the improved fit of the model. Order of testing was found to have no
impact on the results reported.
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Table 4.1
Regions exhibiting differential functional connectivity with the PrC seed region during
the memory and perceptual task
Region

Hemisphere
x

Talairach
Coordinates
y
z

Ratio

Cluster
Size

Memory > Perception
*Post Cingulate Cortex

R

5

-28

22

5.07

31

*Inf Frontal Gyrus (VLPFC)

R

44

32

10

4.38

19

Ant Cingulate Cortex

L

-7

47

4

4.37

7

Cerebellum

L

-28

-52

-41

4.37

9

Post Cingulate Cortex

L

-22

-37

16

4.32

13

Thalamus

R

11

-16

19

4.28

14

*Fusiform Gyrus

R

17

-58

-20

-6.64

164

Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

R

47

-1

40

-5.20

17

Sup Temporal Gyrus

L

-49

20

1

-5.10

12

*Sup Temporal Sulcus

R

38

-16

-11

-4.88

23

Sup Frontal Sulcus

L

-28

44

43

-4.88

12

Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

L

-25

32

34

-4.76

32

Fusiform Gyrus

L

-25

-70

-26

-4.50

21

Fusiform Gyrus

L

-43

-34

-20

-4.35

7

Cerebellum

B

2

-43

-11

-4.16

8

Perception > Memory

Note. Talairach Coordinates indicate peak voxel. Bootstrap ratios all reflect a significance
of p<.001, min cluster size of 5 voxels, lag 3. VLPFC - ventrolateral PFC; DLPFC –
dorsolateral PFC.
*Regions selected for SEM
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Table 4.2
Regions exhibiting common increased functional connectivity with the PrC seed region
during the experimental tasks as compared to the baseline task.

*Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

R

Talairach
Coordinates
x
y
z
29 35
25

Sup Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

L

-22

65

10

6.22

9

Cerebellum

R

38

-64

-29

5.60

18

Pons

L

-1

-25

-17

5.54

19

Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

R

41

20

28

5.29

83

Medial Sup Frontal Gyrus

R

8

50

34

5.27

6

Thalamus

L

-4

-22

1

4.65

12

Cerebellum

L

-37

-55

-29

4.55

8

Sup Frontal Gyrus

R

23

53

10

4.54

11

Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

L

-43

20

37

4.51

19

Cerebellum

L

-16

-67

-35

4.44

11

Caudate

R

8

20

16

4.44

7

Sup Temporal Gyrus

L

-40

17

-23

4.43

17

Retrosplenial Cortex

L

-7

-40

7

4.40

7

Lingual Gyrus

L

-4

-73

-20

4.34

44

Retrosplenial Cortex

R

14

-40

13

4.32

17

Medial Sup Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

L

-13

50

34

4.32

6

Fusiform Gyrus

L

-28

-79

-23

4.28

8

Fusiform Gyrus

L

-28

-40

-20

4.27

22

Middle Temporal Gyrus

L

-34

-55

10

4.13

11

Temporal Pole

L

-4

65

4

4.12

6

Cerebellum

L

-22

-28

-32

3.93

6

Middle Frontal Gyrus (DLPFC)

R

38

47

7

3.72

5

Region

Hemisphere

Ratio

Cluster
Size

7.48

80

Note. Talairach Coordinates indicate peak voxel Bootstrap ratios all reflect a significance
of p<.001, minimum cluster size of 5 voxels, lag 3. DLPFC – dorsolateral PFC.
* Region selected for SEM.
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4.3

Results

To address our main question of interest, we first determined whether we could identify a
significant LV that would reflect distinct patterns of functional connectivity between the
PrC seed region and the rest of the brain for the perceptual oddball and recognition
memory tasks. The LV that was associated with this a priori contrast was found to be
significant and accounted for 11.0% of cross-block covariance (P < 0.05, see Fig. 4.2).
Reliable positive saliences on the corresponding singular image, which reflect an
increased positive coupling between PrC and the rest of the brain during the memory as
compared to the perceptual task, are listed in Table 4.1. Consistent with our predictions,
the regions that showed the most reliable increase in coupling were right ventrolateral
PFC and a posterior midline region in posterior cingulate cortex at the border to
retrosplenial cortex. Figure 4.3 shows the time course of the correlations between PrC
and these selected regions. Regions with reliable negative saliences that displayed an
increased positive coupling during the perception task were found in bilateral posterior
fusiform gyrus and ventral occipital regions as well as in bilateral superior temporal
sulcus (see Figs 4.2 and 4.3). Visual inspection of the correlation between the brain
scores (i.e., the dot product of the voxel salience and fMRI data) and the fMRI signal in
the seed region for each experimental condition showed that the task-dependent changes
in the correlation between the PrC seed and the regions identified in the singular image of
LV 1 were comparable across the easy and difficult task conditions (see Fig. 4.2). This
observation was confirmed statistically by the fact that a targeted task-difficulty contrast
did not account for a significant portion of cross-block covariance (P > 0.05).
Given that our PrC seed was selected based on its common involvement in the
memory and perception tasks, we also investigated whether activity in PrC showed a
pattern of coupling with other brain regions that was common to both tasks. Toward this
end, we examined the contrast between the luminance baseline task and all perceptual
and memory conditions. The corresponding LV was significant and accounted for 39.7%
of cross-block covariance (P < 0.001). The pattern of regions that showed an increased
positive coupling with PrC in both tasks, as compared with the luminance baseline, is
displayed in Figure 4.4 (see also Table 4.2). This pattern included several foci in bilateral
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Figure 4.2. (A) Pattern of distinct functional connectivity revealed with the contrast
between recognition memory and perceptual discrimination for the PrC seed region.
Maps are thresholded at P = 0.005 for visualization purposes. (B) Associated LV
demonstrating how this pattern of activity mapped onto experimental conditions. Bar plot
depicts correlation between brain scores and PrC seed activity. Dark colors = difﬁcult
trial conditions, light colors = easy trial conditions, C = correct trials, I = incorrect trials.
Lags 1-5 correspond to 2.5-s intervals encompassing the duration of the hemodynamic
response within a trial. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals derived by
bootstrap estimation.
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Figure 4.3. Functional coupling between PrC and selected regions that were part of the
pattern showing differential connectivity for memory and perception illustrated in Figure
2. Time courses show correlations of activity between the seed and a 9-mm cube centered
on the peak voxel of each region over the course of a trial (hatch marks on x-axis indicate
2.5-s lag intervals following stimulus onset). Note that such coupling is not constrained to
follow the typical hemodynamic response function.
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Figure 4.4. (A) Pattern of common functional connectivity revealed with the contrast
between the two experimental tasks and the luminance baseline task for the PrC seed
region. (B) Associated LV demonstrating how this pattern of activity mapped onto
experimental conditions. Bar plot depicts correlation between brain scores and PrC seed
activity. For additional information, see Figure 4.2 caption.
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dorsolateral PFC, with the largest cluster and the highest bootstrap ratio present in the
right hemisphere (as shown in Table 4.2).
In a final step of our functional connectivity analyses, we aimed to determine
whether the differential coupling we observed between PrC and other cortical regions for
the memory versus perception task was related to interindividual differences in
behavioral accuracy. To examine this possibility, we assessed the correlations between
the strength of the relationship between the seed region and the brain scores with
behavioral performance for the memory and oddball tasks. Put another way, we
determined whether behavioral performance was related to how strongly the pattern
between the seed and the singular image was expressed in each participant. Brain scores
offer an index of how strongly individual participants express the pattern captured by a
given LV in a given task. Collapsing across easy and difficult conditions, we observed
that participants with higher behavioral accuracy in the memory task also showed
stronger functional connectivity between the PrC seed and the pattern of brain regions
identified with our first LV, showing a tighter positive coupling in the memory task, r16 =
0.451, P < 0.05. No such relationship was found for behavioral performance on the
perceptual task r16 = −0.209, P > 0.05.
In a follow-up analysis, we employed SEM to examine changes in effective
connectivity for a subset of regions that were identified with seed PLS and that are of
particular interest in the context of the functional neuroimaging literature reviewed in the
Introduction (see Fig. 4.5). Generally speaking, we aimed to explore connectivity in a
model that probed interactions between PrC, prefrontal regions implicated in executive
control, and regions implicated in face processing. The model included regions with
differences in functional connectivity with PrC across tasks (ventrolateral PFC, posterior
cingulate, superior temporal sulcus, and fusiform gyrus), as well as a region in
dorsolateral PFC with a common pattern of connectivity. In the first step of model
assessment, an omnibus test revealed that the alternative model provided improved fit
over the null model, suggesting memory and perception tasks were associated with
differential patterns of effective connectivity, Δχ2(13) = 34.97, P < 0.001. In a second
step, we explicitly tested whether task-related differences in the pattern of effective
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connectivity would also emerge when only direct connections with PrC were considered,
that is, were allowed to vary across tasks, with all other connections forced to maintain
fixed values. In comparison with the null model, we again found a significant increase in
model fit, Δχ2(5) = 15.67, P < 0.01. Finally, testing of individual path coefficients (Fig.
4.5) revealed that connections with the most noticeable (i.e., individually significant)
changes across tasks involving PrC were those between PrC and ventrolateral PFC as
well as between PrC and posterior cingulate cortex (Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.3). Other
connections with significant task-related differences were found between ventrolateral
PFC and dorsolateral PFC and between ventrolateral PFC and superior temporal sulcus
(see Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.5. Anatomical model and effective connectivity changes across tasks in the
SEM analyses. Connections exhibiting signiﬁcant task-related changes in effective
connectivity are shown in red. Corresponding path coefficients are listed in Table 4.3.
Generally, the pattern of change was such that coupling was more positive in memory
than in perception. For ventrolateral PFC and PrC, the change was in the same direction
but the path coefficients took on negative values in both cases.
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Table 4.3
Path coefficients derived from SEM analyses for connections that showed significant
differences between memory and perception conditions
Region

Memory Perception

Ventrolateral PFC → Perirhinal Cortex

-0.19

-0.38

Ventrolateral PFC → Dorsolateral PFC

0.13

-0.06

Ventrolateral PFC → Sup Temp Sulcus

0.09

-0.17

Dorsolateral PFC

→ Ventrolateral PFC

0.12

-0.08

Post Cing Cortex

→ Perirhinal Cortex

0.28

-0.04

Note. All other path coefficients did not significantly differ.
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4.4

Discussion

Using a multivariate seed-correlation approach, we examined task-related modulations of
functional connectivity between PrC and the rest of the brain that pertain to recognition
memory and perceptual discrimination of faces. Although right PrC showed a comparable
involvement in our forced-choice memory and perceptual oddball tasks, as previously
reported (O'Neil et al., 2009), it exhibited distinct patterns of functional connectivity
during execution of these tasks. SEM-based examination of PrC connectivity within a
network of selected regions identified with our seed analysis also revealed that distinct
patterns of effective connectivity can be detected for regions known to be directly
connected with PrC.
Right ventrolateral PFC and posterior cingulate cortex were part of the network of
brain regions that exhibited stronger functional connectivity with PrC in recognition
memory than in perceptual discrimination. Conversely, ventral occipital regions, aspects
of bilateral posterior fusiform gyrus, as well as bilateral superior temporal sulcus were
part of the network of regions that displayed stronger coupling with PrC in perceptual
discrimination than in recognition memory. Furthermore, the strength of the coupling in
the memory condition for the pattern of regions that discriminated between memory and
perception was related to interindividual differences in behavioral accuracy on that task.
Contrasting with these differences between recognition memory and perceptual
discrimination, we also identified a pattern of PrC functional connectivity common to
these experimental tasks, when compared with the luminance baseline task; this pattern
included several foci in right dorsolateral PFC. To our knowledge, these findings are the
first to reveal that PrC dynamically supports performance in mnemonic and perceptual
tasks through shared and distinct patterns of functional interactions with other cortical
regions.
The current investigation was guided by a representational theory of PrC
functioning that contrasts with the classic view, which holds that the MTL operates as an
integrated system that is dedicated to declarative memory. The representational view
posits MTL contributions to a task are related to computational demands involved in
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creating specific types of representations, and that a common, highly integrated
representation in PrC supports both memory and perception when discrimination of
stimuli cannot be based on simple perceptual features (Murray and Bussey, 1999;Murray
et al., 2007). Within such a framework, the question emerges as to how the neural
correlates of perceptual discrimination and recognition memory differ when
representational demands are closely matched. The present findings suggest that such
differences are reflected in distinct patterns of functional interactions between PrC and
other cortical regions. In functional terms, such differences in connectivity likely pertain
to processes of cross-cortical integration given they are also related to the resulting
quality of the discrimination process, that is, its accuracy.
Patterns of PrC functional connectivity in the current study were found to be
related to demands that were both distinct and common for the 2 experimental tasks. In
both cases, these patterns included regions of PFC. While the current experiment was not
designed to pinpoint the specific control processes that are distinct and those that are
shared, the fMRI literature reviewed in the Introduction allowed us to make some
predictions concerning task-related involvement of PFC. One of the regions we
anticipated to exhibit differential coupling with PrC during performance of the
recognition memory versus the perceptual oddball task was right ventrolateral PFC; this
region has previously been linked to the evaluation of perceptual information when the
latter is required for stimulus-based or contextually based recognition (Kostopoulos and
Petrides, 2003; Dobbins and Wagner, 2005) and to mnemonic intentions when complex
perceptual stimuli are being viewed (Dove et al., 2006). Theories that emphasize the role
of PFC in behavioral control processes suggest that such control may come about through
top-down biasing of posterior cortical regions involved in perceptual analyses
(e.g., Desimone and Duncan, 1995). In forced-choice recognition memory tasks, like the
one used in the present study, such top-down control may be critical for increasing subtle
differences in perceived memory signal associated with the perceptually highly similar
choices in the display (as an index of familiarity). Right ventrolateral PFC, specifically,
has been proposed to amplify the gain on signals activated by retrieval probes in
recognition memory tasks (Dobbins and Wagner, 2005). As memory signals are
irrelevant for the oddball task, the corresponding negative path coefficients for the
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connections between ventrolateral PFC and PrC, as well as between ventrolateral PFC
and the superior temporal sulcus, revealed though our SEM analyses can be interpreted as
reflecting a process of inhibition. Such a process would be of particular importance in the
context of a task design that mixes memory and perceptual trials, as in the current study.
That the introduction of explicit memory demands led to a switch from a negative to a
positive coupling in effective connectivity between ventrolateral PFC and the superior
temporal sulcus, a region frequently implicated in the perceptual representation of faces
in past fMRI research (Ishai, 2008; Liu et al., 2010), is also in line with this notion. For
PrC, however, the SEM findings for the memory condition appear less clear-cut. That the
coefficient for the connection between ventrolateral PFC and PrC shifted toward smaller
negative values could suggest that PFC mediated gain of memory signals may also come
about through partial release from inhibition.
Another brain region that showed differential coupling in functional and effective
connectivity for recognition memory as compared with perceptual oddball discrimination
was found in posterior cingulate cortex. Activation in this region has previously been
reported in other studies involving recognition memory for faces. For example, increases
in posterior cingulate activity have been found to track increases in familiarity induced
through multiple exposures of faces over the course of an experimental session (Kosaka
et al., 2003). Evidence for a critical role of this region in the discrimination between
familiar and unfamiliar faces has also come from research on individuals with congenital
prosopagnosia, that is, individuals who exhibit consistent and lasting impairments in face
recognition. Specifically, although such individuals were reported to show normal effects
of repetition in the fusiform gyrus, posterior cingulate regions did not discriminate
between previously familiar and novel faces as demonstrated in healthy control
participants (Avidan and Behrmann, 2009). While neither these findings nor those from
the present study offer insight as to the specific functional contributions of the posterior
cingulate to the recognition of familiar faces, one possibility raised in the context of other
research is that it could be involved in orienting attention to internally generated
representations (Cabeza et al., 2003). Regardless of whether this particular interpretation
holds to be true, the observed task-related changes in patterns of functional and effective
connectivity between posterior cingulate cortex and PrC indicate that integration of
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cortical signals involved in recognition judgments extends beyond the interplay between
the MTL and PFC.
At first glance, it may seem surprising that the pattern of PrC connectivity that
differentiated recognition memory from perceptual discrimination did not include the
hippocampus. However, although it is well established that the hippocampus plays a
critical role in recognition memory, recent research suggests that its contributions are
specific to processes of recollection, that is, the recovery of contextual associations
pertaining to a prior encounter with the stimulus that is being judged, rather than to
recognition more broadly (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 2007). Forcedchoice recognition memory tasks that require discrimination between perceptually highly
similar stimuli, such as the one used in the current experiment, encourage recognition
decisions based on a comparison of subtle differences in the relative familiarity of all
concurrently presented items in the display (Migo et al., 2009). This retrieval process has
been linked to PrC functioning and has been proposed to rely on specific computational
mechanisms that are different from those that support hippocampally mediated
recognition (Norman and O'Reilly 2003; Norman 2010). In line with this notion, human
lesion research has shown that some individuals with selective hippocampal damage are
not impaired in making recognition judgments in forced-choice memory tasks with high
perceptual similarity between targets and lures, while clearly showing deficits in
recollection (Holdstock et al., 2002; cf., Jeneson et al., 2010). From this perspective, the
lack of hippocampal involvement in the current set of results is in fact expected.
Our functional connectivity analyses also revealed brain regions that exhibited
stronger coupling with PrC in the perceptual discrimination as compared with the
recognition memory task. Such increased functional connectivity was observed in
posterior cortical regions previously characterized as being part of a face processing
network (Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Barbeau et al., 2008; Ishai, 2008), including the
superior temporal sulcus and the fusiform gyrus, as well as in bilateral dorsolateral PFC.
The higher overall similarity of the faces in the oddball as compared with memory
displays, which was introduced to equate task difficulty, may have contributed to an
increased requirement for integration of activity in ventral visual pathway structures with
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PrC. Furthermore, to identify the oddball in our perceptual discrimination task, the
perceptual similarity between all stimuli must be compared explicitly. This places heavy
demands on maintenance of multiple faces in working memory; by contrast, a direct
assessment of perceptual similarity in the display is not required in forced-choice
recognition tasks (for discussion, see Dobbins and Han, 2006). Prior research on the
effects of working memory load for faces on activity in the posterior fusiform gyrus
suggests that the increased functional connectivity between this region and PrC in the
current study may be related to working memory demands (Druzgal and D'Esposito,
2001; Druzgal and D’Esposito, 2003). However, given that our effective connectivity
analyses did not reveal any significant differences in path coefficients for these particular
connections across tasks, it remains a possibility that the differences in functional
connectivity we observed are indirect and reflect influences mediated by other structures.
Further research is needed to elucidate how PrC, fusiform gyrus, and the superior
temporal sulcus jointly support the representation of faces under varying perceptual and
working memory demands, and how their activity is influenced by other regions.
Turning to the pattern of PrC connectivity common to both experimental tasks,
we found that it included right dorsolateral PFC as predicted. Again, the design of our
study does not allow us to specify the exact role that this region plays across domains.
Common coupling with PrC in both memory and perceptual oddball tasks may reflect a
role of dorsolateral PFC in attentional processes that are shared across domains
(e.g., Cabeza et al.2003). In the current experimental paradigm, all trials required
processing of multiple simultaneously presented faces and the selection of a single target.
Prior research using a visual target detection task, involving the presentation of complex
visual stimuli from different categories, indicates that right dorsolateral PFC responds
comparably to the presentation of both target and same-category foil stimuli but less so to
stimuli categories irrelevant for the search at hand (Hampshire et al., 2007). This finding
suggests a broad attentional tuning of dorsolateral PFC to the stimulus category relevant
for the task goal, rather than to a specific target item. Connectivity of dorsolateral PFC
with PrC during the experimental tasks could thus reflect the interplay between regions
supporting attention to items within a stimulus class and those supporting individual item
representations, respectively. Such interplay was reduced in the luminance baseline task
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as PrC-based representations would be ill-suited for supporting discrimination of simple
features, such as brightness. While this attentional account of shared connectivity across
our memory and perception task is appealing, we acknowledge that it remains speculative
at present, and that other interpretations are viable as well. An alternate view, for
example, that has been suggested, assigns dorsolateral PFC a role in integrating
information distributed over many cortical regions into complex but unified
representations (e.g., Naghavi and Nyberg, 2005). Theoretical consideration aside, as
neuroanatomical findings suggest only sparse if any direct connections between
dorsolateral PFC and PrC in primates (Petrides and Pandya, 1999; Petrides and
Pandya, 2006), a full account of interactions between these regions must ultimately also
take into consideration the role of other mediating structures.
In closing, we would like to emphasize that our general finding of task-dependent
modulations of functional connectivity does not imply that the regions we identified to be
differentially connected with PrC in our recognition memory and perceptual oddball tasks
are uniquely specialized for declarative memory and perceptual processing, respectively.
It also does not entail that these regions are always recruited together with PrC in a fixed
manner when recognition memory or perceptual discrimination tasks are being
performed. Rather, the patterns of functionally connected regions may be better
understood as flexibly deployed network configurations that are optimized for specific
processing goals dictated by many different task demands and parameters
(e.g., McIntosh, 1999; Fuster, 2009). Further research is necessary to determine how
these patterns change, for example, when the format of the recognition task is changed
from forced choice to yes/no or when the perceptual task requires matching of stimuli
rather than detection of an oddball. Regardless of the outcome of such future research, the
current findings offer critical first evidence that, even when MTL structures show a
similar involvement in recognition memory and perceptual discrimination, differential
neural mechanisms are present at the level of interplay between the MTL and other
cortical regions.
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Chapter 5
5

General Discussion

Mike Tarr recounts that his colleague Robert G. Crowder was fond of saying that
“Memory is perception” (Pameri and Tarr, 2008). Indeed, it is challenging to think about
one purely isolated from the other. Human experience is an emergent property of
information processing in the brain, but at the same time, ongoing experience actively
shapes how the brain processes information. The overarching goal of the projects that
comprise my thesis was to probe the functional role of PrC in recognition memory and
visual perception. Specifically, I examined the hypothesis that contributions of PrC, a
region classically viewed as dedicated to declarative memory processing, might be better
captured by appealing to the nature of the representations it supports rather than to broad
distinctions between memory and visual perception.
In Chapter 2, I revealed that PrC involvement reflected task demands that
emphasized individuation of faces, consistent with a role of this region in the
development of highly integrated stimulus representations. Activity in PrC was
significantly reduced when stimuli could be discriminated based on a simple perceptual
feature. Probing the impact of a secondary manipulation, stimulus inversion, hinted at an
effect specific to the memory condition. Multivariate PLS analyses revealed that PrC, the
FFA, and the Amy were part of a pattern of regions exhibiting preferential activity for
tasks emphasizing stimulus individuation, as well the inversion effect.
In Chapter 3, I provided evidence of resting-state connectivity between faceselective aspects of PrC, the FFA and the AMY. The findings of this resting-state
analysis point to a privileged functional relationship among these regions, consistent with
task-related co-recruitment as revealed in Chapter 2. These results suggest an interactive
mechanism by which PrC may participate in the representation of faces. In addition,
FFA-PrC connectivity was linked to the magnitude of the face inversion effect in the
recognition memory task from Chapter 2 across subjects. This indicates that functional
connectivity between these regions is behaviorally relevant.
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In Chapter 4, I provided evidence that distinctions between recognition memory
and perceptual discrimination demands can be captured by the pattern of PrC
connectivity with the rest of the brain. Connectivity common to memory and visual
perception tasks was also uncovered. Further, the strength of unique coupling was related
to behavioral performance for the memory task.
Together, these findings indicate that mnemonic demands are not the sole arbiter
of PrC involvement. Instead, they highlight a role of PrC in the discrimination of faces,
perceptual or mnemonic, a role likely facilitated by intrinsic connectivity between PrC
and the FFA. They bring to the forefront the importance of connectivity-based
approaches in elucidating the role of PrC in memory and visual perception. In this
Chapter, I discuss the extent to which my findings support the representational view,
before addressing alternate interpretations of the data.

5.1

Findings in Support of a Representational View

The key tenets of the representational view hold that PrC supports representational rather
than mnemonic demands, and secondly, that PrC is functionally distinguished from
regions more posterior in the ventral visual pathway. Concerning the latter, PrC is
thought to be better able to capture the unique co-occurrence of features that define a
specific object. In this manner, PrC supports discrimination when stimuli are highly
similar, or when they must be maintained over a delay period.
With respect to the first tenet, the comparable PrC involvement in memory and
oddity tasks, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, indicates that PrC involvement does not hinge
on the introduction of explicit mnemonic demands, consistent with a role of this region in
supporting object representations rather than memory per se. Further support for a
representational role comes from the findings of Chapter 4, where differential functional
connectivity of PrC during recognition memory and perceptual discrimination tasks was
revealed. Task-related connectivity provides evidence that goes beyond initial fMRI
findings linking PrC involvement to perceptual discrimination demands (Barense et al.,
2005; Barense et al., 2010; Barense et al., 2011; Devlin and Price, 2007; Lee et al., 2006;
Lee and Rudebeck, 2010; Lee et al., 2008; O’Neil et al., 2009). PrC appears to play a
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common role in memory and oddity tasks, tasks designed to have contrasting mnemonic
demands. The distinct functional connectivity of PrC during these two task conditions
indicates that the neural correlates of object memory may be better captured by patterns
of activity across the brain, rather than the presence or absence of PrC activation. Thus,
broad distinctions between memory and perception may be reflected at the level of
network processing rather than at the level of individual structures. These findings
support a more general representational role of PrC in object discrimination tasks.
With respect to the second tenet, several aspects of my findings provide insight
into the specific representational demands that engage PrC. The findings of the visual
search task in Chapter 2 indicate that response levels in PrC can differ significantly even
with the same perceptual input. Rather than reflecting the presence or absence of faces in
the experimental display, PrC involvement reflected the extent to which performance on
discrimination tasks relied upon the individuation of face stimuli. This finding is
consistent with the view that PrC supports object representations that are highly
integrated at the feature level. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, I demonstrated functional
connectivity between face-selective PrC and the FFA. Classically, FFA is proposed to
support the most highly integrated representations of faces. Selective resting-state
connectivity between PrC and the FFA, rather than the more posterior OFA for instance,
is expected if PrC supports an additional level of feature integration, extending the
representational hierarchy of the ventral visual pathway. In addition, sensitivity of PrC to
a well established holistic processing manipulation (face inversion) provides some
indication that PrC activity can reflect successful integration of features into a bound,
object-level representation.

5.2

Challenges to the Representational View

While the findings just reviewed support a representational view, this perspective does
not easily accommodate several other findings presented here. In particular, across
studies, there are indications that mnemonic demands can create conditions in which PrC
activity is tied to behavioral performance. First, modulation of PrC activity by stimulus
inversion appeared to impact the memory task but not the perceptual oddity task in
Chapter 2. Second, resting-state connectivity between PrC and the FFA, as examined in
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Chapter 3, correlated with the magnitude of the behavioral inversion effects for only the
memory task. Further investigation of the relationship between PrC-FFA connectivity
and the behavioral inversion effect in the perceptual oddity task did not reveal a reliable
relationship. Finally, in Chapter 4, behavioral performance was related to the strength of
the coupling between task-relevant networks and PrC for recognition memory but not
perceptual oddity tasks. These findings may seem puzzling, as PrC activity was not
broadly linked to mnemonic functioning. Instead, activity during memory and perceptual
oddity tasks was generally comparable. In addition, preferential involvement of PrC in
the upright memory condition as compared to the inverted memory condition in Chapter
3 suggests that PrC is not uniformly recruited by tasks with imposed mnemonic demands.
A possible account of these findings relates to additional factors in the oddity task that
may have de-coupled behavioral performance from measures of PrC activity. It may have
been possible, in a small subset of oddity trials, to discriminate stimuli based upon a
simple feature (such as luminance). If this were the case, it would weaken the relationship
between a neural correlate of feature integration and behavioral accuracy on the oddity
task. Perceptible changes in luminance across the target and foil images would be less
likely to support memory retrieval, however, given the sheer number of face images
encountered between study and test. The larger behavioral impact of inversion for upright
memory as compared to the oddity task (Chapter 2) may reflect this task difference.
Further research will be required in order to shed light on this issue.
My findings raise two broad issues that will be discussed in the remaining
sections of my thesis. First, what is the unique role of PrC in face perception? Similar to
others (Anzellotti et al., 2013; Nestor et al., 2011), PrC contributions to the
discrimination of faces in the current study appear somewhat redundant with other
regions, in particular the amygdala and the FFA. While there are some suggestions of a
unique contribution of the anterior face patch in the macaque (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010),
my findings do not directly address this issue. Co-activation of PrC, AMY and FFA in
my experimental chapters can be interpreted as highlighting a common role of these
regions with respect to supporting mnemonic and perceptual discrimination of faces.
Indeed, my findings for the most part highlight commonalities rather than distinctions
with respect to these regions, the FFA and PrC in particular. While this serves to
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highlight the key thesis of the representational view, that MTL and VVS regions are not
as distinct as the standard model of MTL functioning holds, my findings fall short of
providing conclusive evidence of the unique nature of contributions of PrC to face
representations. The following section will discuss some recent evidence highlighting
distinctions between PrC and VVS regions, interpreted from the perspective of the
representational view, specifically by appealing to a role of PrC in the resolution of
feature interference.
A second issue is that PrC involvement in tasks with high representational
demands need not reflect representation of item information. The use of multi-item
displays was extremely helpful in providing a discrimination task with minimal
declarative memory demands. However, a drawback of this approach is that it precluded
me from linking PrC activity to a specific item representation. While, as reviewed in the
introduction, convergent evidence from computational modeling, as well as non-human
primate, human patient and neuroimaging evidence points to such a role, admittedly, the
specific information processing contributions of PrC are still not fully understood.
Following discussion below on the role of interference, I next turn to a discussion of
alternative interpretations of PrC involvement in perceptual tasks, in particular related to
incidental encoding of stimuli, working memory and long-term memory demands.

5.3
PrC Contributions to the Resolution of Feature
Interference
While I attempted to maximize feature ambiguity through the use of morphed face
stimuli, in the translation from a visual to a neural code, visually-based assumptions
about feature overlap may not map directly on to the neural representations. The precise
determination of what actually constitutes feature ambiguity in anterior regions of the
ventral visual pathway presents a major research challenge to neuroscience. Feature
ambiguity is typically related to high between-item interference arising from the visual
similarity of items that comprise the oddball display (e.g. the oddity displays in Chapters
2 and 4). Feature ambiguity can also result from stimulus exposure history. Stimulus
exposure history provides a context that guides the level of representations relevant for
object discrimination. For instance, when viewing a series of cars, you may naturally
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begin to attend to more specific perceptual details than if you were viewing a car image
in the context of a wide variety of objects. From a representational view, this recent
stimulus history can create conditions of high feature overlap, requiring more integrated
representations for successful item discrimination. Recent studies have attempted to
probe the representational role of PrC by maximizing this across-trial item interference
by presenting a large number of trials of highly similar items. This method has recently
been used to shed light on the relationship between PrC and earlier ventral visual
pathway regions.
Mundy and colleagues (2013) revealed increased PrC activity during presentation
of highly similar faces and objects, whereas a similar pattern was found for scenes in the
posterior hippocampus. Classic category-selective areas, namely a face selective region in
the fusiform gyrus (FFA), a place selective region on the border of the parahippocampal
and lingual gyrus (PPA), and an object selective region (LOC) presented a different
pattern of response. Specifically, these regions exhibited increased activity when stimulus
exposure history resulted in conditions of low feature overlap as compared to conditions
of high feature overlap. Again, this effect was specific to the preferred stimulus class of
the respective cortex. This study suggests that feature interference can accumulate over
trials, and that PrC and more posterior category-selective regions in the ventral visual
pathway differ in response to the buildup of this feature interference. Also of interest is
that VVS effects appeared constrained to category selective regions, indicating that the
effects of feature interference appear to be domain specific.
The findings of Mundy et al., (2013) are partially consistent with those of another
imaging study that examined the effects of feature overlap on PrC. My master’s thesis
(O’Neil et al., 2009) probed accuracy-related activity in FFA for easy and more difficult
face oddity tasks. Activity in FFA was modulated by accuracy in the easy oddity
condition, but not in the more difficult oddity condition. In contrast, PrC exhibited
modulation by accuracy for both levels of difficulty. This finding is consistent with a
reduced representational capacity of more posterior ventral visual pathway regions.
Together, these studies indicate that conditions of high feature overlap can result in a
increased reliance on PrC in the representation of objects when the representational
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capacity of earlier ventral visual areas, even regions that are thought to have some
specialization for a particular stimulus class, are insufficient for discrimination.
Additional evidence for a specialized role of PrC in resolving temporal
accumulation of feature interference comes from a study by Barense et al. (2012). In this
study, the effects of trial history were examined directly in patients with MTL damage.
Subjects made same/different judgments on pairs of images. Critical probe trials were
interleaved with trials designed to create conditions of high or low feature interference. In
the high feature interference condition, probe and filler trials were composed of a
common set of features, while filler stimuli in the low feature interference condition did
not share features with the critical probe trials. Patients with MTL damage performed as
well as control subjects when intervening trials were of low feature overlap, but were
impaired when intervening trials had high feature overlap.
These studies, while not directly addressing the hard problem of quantifying the
transformations in the representational code as information is propagated throughout the
ventral visual pathway, do support the notion that PrC contributes to the resolution of
feature interference in a way that distinguishes it from more posterior ventral visual
pathway regions. In particular, it appears that PrC and more posterior regions are
differentially influenced by feature interference.
PrC involvement in between-trial and between-item (i.e., within-trial)
discrimination blurs the lines of working memory, i.e., maintenance, and perceptual
demands, but point to a common role of PrC across tasks in the resolution of feature
interference. Further investigation of how between- and within-trial feature interference
manipulations interact would be fruitful in determining the contributions of PrC in the
resolution of interference, and the timescales of interaction between PrC and VVS given
the recurrent nature of VVS - PrC projections (Kravitz et al., 2013). An interesting
possibility is that the recurrent nature of PrC processing may lead to patterns of activity
in VVS regions that are less stable and more dynamic under conditions in which PRC is
active, reflecting iterative tuning of lower level inputs to maximize the discriminability of
PrC-based representations. Techniques with more precise temporal resolution than those
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employed in the current set of studies, in combination with analysis techniques which can
assess the representational content of regions, would be necessary in order to effectively
test this prediction.

5.4

Alternative Interpretations: Incidental Encoding

I interpret the findings of my three core thesis chapters as supporting a representional
view of PrC functioning. However, alternative interpretations also require consideration.
Rather than reflecting contributions to perception, PrC involvement during oddity
discrimination tasks may relate to the incidental encoding of the stimuli, i.e., memory
formation. This interpretation would allow PrC involvement in perceptual discrimination
tasks to be reconciled with the standard model of MTL functioning, as it would point to a
mnemonic rather than perceptual contribution of MTL stuctures. Several lines of
evidence speak against such an interpretation. If PrC activity during perceptual
discrimination tasks reflects stimulus encoding, this activity should differentiate
conditions of high and low encoding demands. More specifically, PrC should exhibit
increased activity for novel stimuli as compared to familiar due to increased encoding
demands. Instead, Barense et al. (2011a) revealed preferential responses to known faces
and objects as compared to unfamiliar. In addition, PrC activity during the discrimination
of known or unknown items was not related to subsequent recognition of items in a
memory test at the end of the experimental session. I previously reported similar findings
in a follow-up behavioural study of my Master’s thesis data (O’Neil et al., 2009,
supplemental materials). In this study, we examined subsequent memory for correctly
versus incorrectly identifed oddity items. No differences in accuracy were found for these
items. It is difficult to account for these findings from an encoding-demands perspective
of PrC involvement. I do not claim that encoding and perception are entirely distinct,
rather I highlight that PrC activity is not strictly related to encoding demands in
perceptual discrimination tasks. This suggests that processing related to encoding cannot
exclusively account for PrC involvement in tasks with minimal memory demands.
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5.5
Alternative Interpretations: Long Term and
Working Memory Contributions
The current findings provide evidence for PrC involvement in long-term memory as well
as perceptual discrimination tasks. Might MTL structures also support working memory?
The neuroanatomical substrates of WM and LTM have been classically viewed as distinct
(Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1980; Milner, 1972; Squire, 2009). Damage to MTL structures
impairs long-term memory for words and digit lists, but working memory for these
stimuli is preserved (Baddeley and Warrington, 1970; Cave and Squire, 1992). This
dissociation has contributed to the prevailing view that MTL functioning supports longterm declarative memory processing rather than working memory (or perception). This
distinction appears difficult to square with a representational view of PrC functioning,
which predicts PrC involvement whenever highly integrated object representations are
required to support resolution of feature ambiguity. Notably, however, evidence that
supports this classic distinction comes mainly from demonstrations of intact working
memory in amnesiacs for information that can be verbally rehearsed (such as digits and
words).
Recent findings indicate that patients with MTL damage can exhibit deficits on
working memory tasks (see Ranganath and Blumenfeld, 2005 for review). These deficits
appear related to representational demands; patients with MTL damage exhibit WM
impairments if the information to be maintained relies on relational information, or on the
maintenance of novel information that is difficult to verbalize (e.g., Olson et al., 2006;
Rose et al., 2012; Warren et al., 2010). These and other findings have led some
researchers to suggest that working memory and activated long-term memory may have a
common neural substrate (Jonides et al., 2005; Postle, 2006; Ranganath and Blumenfeld,
2005; Ranganath and D’Esposito, 2001). In fact, a recent behavioral finding indicates that
perceptual aspects of WM and LTM representations have similar fidelity (Brady et al.,
2013), suggestive of the notion that WM and LTM may share a common, or at least
similar representational code.
Important evidence supporting a role of the MTL in WM comes from a recent
study examining PrC involvement during the active maintenance of face images. Olsen et
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al. (2009) examined BOLD response during a working memory task for unfamiliar faces,
a stimulus class that is difficult to verbally rehearse. Critically, MTL activity was present
during four or 30 s delay periods, consistent with these regions supporting active
maintenance of information over short delays. Moreover, MTL delay-period activity was
linked to subsequent memory of the items immediately following the delay. Thus, it
appears that contributions of MTL structures during the delay-period are behaviorally
relevant to WM performance. No relationship to subsequent memory was revealed in the
fusiform. Similarly, findings from MTL damaged patients have revealed impairments in
WM for faces after 7 s, but not 1 s delays (Nicols et al., 2006). Both of these findings are
consistent with MTL contributions to the active maintenance of face information over
short (longer than one second) delay periods. This role is consistent with PrC supporting
representations that are robust to interference from ongoing perceptual experience over a
delay.
It might be the case that contributions of PrC to perceptual discrimination tasks
also reflect the presence of working-memory demands. Typically, PrC activity during
perceptual discrimination tasks is demonstrated using oddity paradigms where subjects
view arrays of multiple visually complex stimuli. To determine the oddball item, subjects
must compare images, maintaining representations online when fixating between items.
The nature of these demands raises the possibility that PrC involvement in these tasks
may relate to the maintenance of stimuli information, rather than perceptual processing
per se.
One important distinction with respect to the role of PrC in the maintenance of
items during an explicit delay period as compared to the maintenance of representation
over much briefer intervals (i.e., between fixations in an oddity display) relates to
subsequent memory effects previously described. PrC activity over explicit delays has
been tied to subsequent memory (Olsen et al., 2009), whereas PrC activity related to
oddity discrimination has not (Barense et al., 2011a; O’Neil et al., 2009). This suggests
that PrC contributions during perceptual discriminations differ to some extent from those
related to maintenance over unfilled longer delays. This pattern of results indicates that
the relationship between PrC activity and working memory demands is not
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straightforward. More generally, distinguishing working memory demands related to the
ongoing processing of a currently viewed stimuli and the perception of the stimuli is
challenging, if not impossible. Ultimately, distinguishing between WM and perception is
likely a fruitless endeavor, especially given that contributions of PrC to both WM and
perceptual tasks could be predicted by the representational view. MTL involvement in
WM tasks is consistent with the representational view, as it challenges the standard view
that this region is dedicated to long-term memory processing.
Links between working and long-term memory, however, raise broader issues
surrounding potential mnemonic demands associated with perceptual tasks. While a
common MTL substrate supporting long-term and working memory runs counter to the
standard model of MTL functioning, some researchers have raised the possibility that
MTL contributions to WM tasks reflect conditions where the capacity of WM has been
exceeded (Jeneson and Squire, 2011). Squire and colleagues (Jeneson et al., 2010;
Shrager et al., 2008) have been at the forefront of raising this potential issue. They make
the distinction between ‘subspan’ and ‘supraspan’ maintenance demands. Under
supraspan maintenance demands, the amount of information being maintained exceeds
working memory capacity, relying on an MTL-based long-term memory mechanism to
aid in discrimination tasks. These authors have shown that when working memory
capacity is exceeded, patients with MTL damage are impaired even under brief retention
intervals (Jeneson and Squire, 2011).
Taken to the extreme, it is clear that even when stimuli are simultaneously present
in a display, discrimination tasks can be designed that almost certainly rely on LTM
representations. Using extremely large stimulus arrays (e.g. >70 items), Warren et al.,
(2011) revealed impairments in MTL-patients on a match-to-sample task, despite
continuous presentation of the target in the middle of the array (Warren et al., 2011). This
finding suggests that patients with MTL damage may have intact visual perception, but
difficulty actively maintaining an online representation for extended durations (~20 - 60
s). Delay-dependent deficits in object discrimination are a hallmark of PrC lesions, but as
reviewed in Chapter 1, and in light of the findings of the three chapters presented here, an
imposed delay period does not appear to be a critical determinant of PrC involvement.
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The results of Warren et al. (2010), however, indicate that the absence of an explicit
delay period may not preclude the use of a long-term memory mechanism.
LTM may also support the discrimination of smaller object arrays. Barense et al.,
(2007) tested patients on a seven-item oddity task (3 distinct item pairs, and an odd item
out), with stimuli designed to have distinct appendages. Patients with MTL damage were
impaired on difficult, but not easy oddity discriminations. Of potential concern, with
respect to potential LTM contributions to performance on this task, were the error
patterns of the control participants. The level of difficulty at which control participants
began to commit oddity discrimination errors was identical to that at which patient
performance exhibited significant discrimination deficits in comparison to controls.
Jeneson et al. (2011) suggests that the tendency of controls to begin making
discrimination errors when difficulty is increased provides an indication that working
memory demands have been exceeded, increasing reliance on a more fallible LTM
representation. From this perspective, discrimination deficits on the oddity task for
patients with MTL damage reflect an inability to recruit a long-term memory mechanism,
not impairments in the representation of the items. The large number of items in the
display (seven), the construction of stimuli with distinct and verbalizable features, and
demands related to maintenance of stimulus pair relationships in order to identify the
oddball, does leave open the possibility that the task employed by Barense et al. (2007)
could benefit from a LTM encoding strategy.
These findings raise important questions with respect to WM capacity and PrC
involvement in discrimination tasks. Specifically, it is important to rule out potential WM
capacity limitations as an explanation of PrC involvement in discrimination tasks. Of
concern is the possibility that PrC involvement hinges on processing demands unique to
multi-item displays, which may exceed the capacity of WM, engaging LTM mechanism
in order to support discrimination performance. Some insight into this issue can be gained
by considering studies that have investigated PrC involvement in object processing using
single item displays. This has been explored in MTL-lesioned patients and controls in a
possible/impossible object judgment task (Lee et al., 2010). Participants judged
individual presentations of 3D wireframe object drawings specially designed such that
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some represented coherent objects that could exist in the real world, and some designed
to possess violations of 3D structure. Assessment of coherence required the consideration
of how object features combined to form the edges and surfaces of the object, a process
proposed by the Lee et al. as relying on the integration of object features. Deficits were
uncovered in patients with MTL damage as compared to patients with selective
hippocampal damage or age-matched controls using single item displays. This finding
suggests that WM demands linked to multiple item representations are not responsible for
discrimination deficits in MTL-damaged patients. In a somewhat related study, Staresina
et al. (2010) examined MTL BOLD response in healthy individuals during viewing of
common objects presented with three levels of fragmentation (e.g., presentation of an
object after it has been divided into quarters and rearranged). Despite fragmentation
being apparently linked to representational demands, level of fragmentation was not
found to reflect PrC activity. What accounts for these divergent findings? One critical
difference between these studies is that unlike the stimuli used by Lee et al. (2010),
object recognition of a quartered image does not require the integration of item features,
due to the low feature overlap (i.e., low between-trial similarity) of the stimuli. In other
words, unlike impossible objects which required assessment of the full object in order to
determine structural plausibility, identification of an a image (e.g., an avocado) can be
done based upon the recognition of ¼ of the image, without demanding active integration
of the four quadrants into a coherent percept. This pattern of findings, then, is not
inconsistent with the representational view. Rather, like the results of the visual search
task in Chapter 2, these findings indicate that PrC is not recruited whenever individual
complex stimuli are assessed, but instead is active when discrimination requires the
integration of object features.
While I cannot rule out the possibility that oddity displays may require the
maintenance of representations that exceed the capacity of working memory, several
pieces of evidence speak against this interpretation. Unlike the task of Barense et al.
(2007) or Warren et al. (2011), morph displays were limited to three items, and designed
to minimize the likelihood that verbalizable stimulus features were tracked in order to
determine the oddball. Second, the introduction of explicit long-term declarative memory
demands failed to increase PrC involvement in the recognition memory as compared to
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the oddity task. This suggests, at minimum, that PrC involvement is not directly yoked to
the degree of declarative memory demands. Third, capacity estimates of face WM
(following a 4 s encoding duration, shorter than the 5 s exposures of oddity trials in
Chapters 2 and 4), has been shown to exceed two items, even when stimuli are inverted
(Curby and Gauthier, 2007). This suggests that oddity triplets may be within WM
capacity. Fourth, if visual perception of three faces does exceed the capacity of working
memory, it would be expected that MTL-damaged patients would have catastrophic
impairments when interacting in their immediate perceptual environment, which far
outstrips the content of oddity displays with respect to richness and complexity. Fifth, in
addition to evidence pointing to a role of PrC in the discrimination of individual stimuli
(e.g., Lee et al., 2010), or during passive viewing tasks that do not require explicit
maintenance of items (e.g., Mundy et al., 2012; Rossion et al., 2012), recent work has
expanded the role of PrC to figure-ground discrimination of simple displays of adjacent
black and white regions separated by a border (Barense et al., 2011b; Peterson et al.,
2012). These displays require integration of features for successful task performance, but
at face value appear to possess substantially reduced stimulus complexity as compared to
stimuli typically employed to examine PrC functioning. It seems difficult to argue such
simple displays could tax WM beyond its capacity. Finally, recruitment of a long-term
memory mechanism would be expected to relate to incidental encoding, however as
reviewed in the section above, this is not the case.

5.6

Future Directions

The results presented in the experimental chapters presented here highlight several future
avenues of research that would help to address some key issues that remain regarding PrC
contributions to representational processing.
First, convergent evidence of the role of PrC in perceptual oddity, recognition
memory, and visual search tasks from a population with impaired PrC connectivity would
greatly strengthen the conclusions of the findings presented here. One such population is
congenital prosopagnosics, who exhibit reduced integrity of the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus, the white matter tract that links PrC to FFA (Thomas et al., 2009). I would
predict that these patients would be impaired on recognition memory and perceptual
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oddity tasks, while performance for the visual search task would be similar to that of
controls. I would also predict that deficits in recognition memory and perceptual oddity
tasks would relate to the extent of reduced longitudinal fasciculus integrity, consistent
with the findings of Thomas (2009).
Second, face-selective response in PrC during the passive viewing localizer scans,
as revealed in Chapter 2, raises an important question with respect to active vs. passive
individuation of faces. Is the response of PrC to faces the result of obligatory and feedforward processing that occurs whenever attentional constraints permit assessment of
face content? From this perspective, demands of the visual search task disrupted face
processing, resulting in reduced FFA activity, and thus reduced inputs to PrC.
Alternatively, recruitment of PrC may relate to the active individuation of faces. From
this latter perspective, PrC contributions to face processing are the result of a controlled
optimization process by which recurrent processing between PrC and more posterior
ventral visual regions support the development of maximally distinct object
representations. PrC projects to greater portions of TE and TEO (posterior visual regions
in the monkey that provide the major source of PrC inputs) than it receives inputs from,
providing an opportunity to greatly influence the nature of processing in more posterior
regions (Lavenex et al., 2002). In addition, PrC projections to V1 (Clavagnier et al.,
2004), or multi-synaptic connectivity with V4 (Ninomiya et al., 2012), could facilitate the
top-down shaping of sensory inputs. This view could account for face-selective response
of PrC during the localizer task by appealing to a natural tendency to process highly
engaging stimuli such as faces. The current experimental designs cannot address this
distinction directly. Future approaches should aim to disrupt potential feedback processes
through the use of brief item displays in conjunction with forward image masking to
introduce noise in more posterior ventral visual pathway regions. This approach may
shed some light on the extent to which representational processing differs across regions.
A recent report highlights largely redundant representational content across regions
where face identity could be decoded from BOLD activation (Nestor et al., 2011). A
recurrent processing view could account for this redundancy as a by-product of the poor
temporal resolution of fMRI. Multi-second TR’s would allow for the summing of BOLD
signal over many iterations of representation optimization, increasing the homogeneity of
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representational content across regions as initially unique information that is the result of
localized processing is propagated throughout the system. Disruption of recurrent
processing between PrC and more posterior ventral visual regions through the
introduction of competing inputs (the mask) may reveal greater distinctions with respect
to the specific representational contributions across regions.
Finally, to gain a more thorough understanding of PrC contributions to object
representation, a range of stimulus classes, beyond faces, must be assessed. PrC has been
linked to the discrimination of non-face objects (Barense et al., 2007; Barense et al.,
2012; Barense et al., 2010; Buckley et al., 2001; Devlin and Price, 2007; Lee et al.,
2005a; Lee et al., 2005b; Lee and Rudebeck, 2010). Further, recent evidence points to
distinct patterns of right PrC response to faces, buildings, and chairs (Martin et al., 2013).
These reliable response patterns to distinct object categories may be facilitated by
specialized connectivity with object- and scene-selective regions, similar to face-specific
connectivity findings revealed in Chapter 2. Investigation of the functional connectivity
between PrC and object-selective regions would provide important insights into the
broader contributions of PrC functional connectivity to object representation.
Taken together, the experimental findings of each of the three projects presented
here highlight reliable patterns of connectivity between PrC and VVS regions. These
findings point to a representational role of PrC, and blur the lines between memory and
perception. Future work must aim to better delineate the relationship between PRC and
ventral visual regions in stimulus classes beyond faces. Further, the actual
representational content of PrC is still poorly understood. MVPA approaches in
conjunction with single item displays will likely go further in elucidating the
informational content of PRC. Finally, the impact of working memory demands warrants
further research, in order to address more definitively whether PrC involvement in
perception reflects demands that hinge on active maintenance of item representations.
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